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Introduction

In Community-Based Organizing for Educational Justice: A Case Study of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative I seek to investigate how community-based organizing groups illuminate and engage with issues of educational justice within the current climate of education reform in the United States. Although efforts to reform public education have occurred for centuries, community organizing as a method of inspiring and motivating social change within the U.S. education system is relatively new.¹ The study of community-based organizing for education reform developed into a field of study in the late 1980s and early 90s.² I explore this emerging scholarship and use it to understand how one particular organization in Boston, MA, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI), creates a space for opportunities to collaborate, collectively identify, and address barriers to equitable education within the neighborhood and city in which they are situated.

Mark Warren, a scholar of community organizing and education reform, states that, “Community organizing refers to efforts that develop the active engagement of grassroots people themselves in social change, that cultivate the capacity of people to lead change efforts, and that build power to address inequalities and failure in public policy and institutions.”³ Considering this definition, organizing includes engagement of individuals who are living and working within the communities that are seeking change, which can manifest itself in a multitude of ways. While organizing and activism might typically be understood as protesting and methods of direct actions, it can also include the development of leadership and other forms of power among

---

grassroots individuals. This definition will serve as a guide for which to consider the various ways community organizing manifests itself within DSNI.

Community organizing for educational change is rooted in methodology and tactics from various other movements that have sought to address social issues in the United States. Saul Alinsky, an organizer who worked with poor communities in Chicago, is a prominent figure in the intersections of community development and community organizing and developed organizational tools that educational organizers use today. Additionally, the women’s rights movement introduced democratic and consensus-based decision-making, and organizations like the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Black Power Movement all introduced how to present systemic and structural racism as a reality and an injustice within American society. Other movements like the LGBTQ and Anti-War movements also offered techniques and strategies to educational justice organizers.

The constituency of community-based organizing can vary. Organizing can be youth-based and led, parent-led, teacher-led, or it can be intergenerational and combine various constituency groups. Community organizing can manifest itself in community-based organizations (CBOs) that vary in organizational structure. Some organizations consist of other local institutions, while others have direct membership of students, parents, teachers, and other community members. Community-based organizations are important stakeholders to consider in understanding the scope of educational injustice and inequity in the United States.

The inequities within our education system are evident in the differences in both resource allocation and educational attainment and achievement of various student populations within the

---

4 Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister, *Community Organizing for Stronger Schools.*
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
system. While discussions regarding educational inequity can often include and emphasize an “achievement gap,” some scholars have shifted the terminology and paradigm to discussing the “opportunity gap” between students of color and their white peers, as well as low-income students and more affluent students. This shift of viewpoint is correlated with examining the macro-level root causes of educational inequities, which will be further discussed in the first chapter.

Though statistics and numbers cannot fully explain the current educational landscape, these statistics offer some indication of the racial and socioeconomic gaps that exist. In a comparison of 46 industrialized countries, the U.S. ranked 42nd in providing an equitable distribution of high quality math teachers to both low income and high-income students.7 Additionally, districts that serve the most students of color in the United States receive about $2000, or 15%, less per student than districts that serve the least amount of students of color.8 In 4th grade reading and math, White students scored an average of 26 points higher than Black students in the 2007 National Assessment of Educational Progress.9 In addition, in the 2011-2012 school year, 4% of White students enrolled received an out-of-school suspension, 6% of Hispanic students, and 15% of Black students.10 In 2012, the “National Event “dropout rate for White students was 1.6%, 6.8% for Black students, and 5.4% for Hispanic students, and dropout

---

rates for African American students and Hispanic students is double the national average.\textsuperscript{11,12,13} In the U.S., race and class are deeply linked. Black and Latino youth are more likely than white youth to grow up high-poverty neighborhoods, and while one third of black children grow up in poverty, only about one tenth of white children grow up in poverty.\textsuperscript{14} In the following chapter, I will argue that these gaps in achievement are framed as individual problems and addressed through reform that neglects the structural reasons—like poverty and institutional racism—for why these gaps and differences exist.

Some community based organizations start participating in education-related issues in reaction to policies at the local, state, or federal level, while other organizations have experience working with other issues like health or safety, and start working on education-related issues as they see its interrelatedness with various other social issues.\textsuperscript{15} Since schools are very influenced by the communities in which they reside, community organizing around issues of educational justice is intertwined with community development initiatives.\textsuperscript{16} Community-based organizations that work towards educational justice are often independent of schools, yet create connections and develop relationships with schools and other community organizations, universities, and constituent groups as well as look to teachers groups and unions for support and collaboration.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{13} As explained in the report cited in the previous citation, the National Event dropout rate refers to “an estimate of the percentage of both private and public high school students who left high school between the beginning of one school year and the beginning of the next without earning a high school diploma or an alternative credential” (5). Additionally the report describes that “The measure provides information about the rate at which U.S. high school students are leaving school without receiving a high school credential” but is best used when measuring a particular year (5). For other forms of dropout statistics, visit the NCES website.
\textsuperscript{14} Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
\textsuperscript{15} Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister, Community Organizing for Stronger Schools.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
The amount of organizing groups for educational and school reform has increased in the past few decades, indicating an increased grassroots response to educational inequalities.\(^\text{18}\) Warren indicates that this increase in organizing among youth, parents, teachers, and other community institutions is evidence of an educational justice movement.\(^\text{19}\) These change efforts are not isolated incidents, but rather occurring across the country. The educational justice movement, in particular, focuses on addressing the lack of adequate education available for disenfranchised populations like students of color and low-income students, and acknowledging and framing the lack of opportunity in a structural way.

Since the current education reform landscape is dominated by a cycle of reforms that still result in huge inequities between low-income students and students of color with their white and affluent peers, it is essential to examine how constituencies are countering and pressuring for change. As will be described in more detail in the first chapter, the ways in which low-income communities of color participate and engage in change in their communities is essential to understand, since those communities are the people either deeply impacted or completely neglected from education reform policy. Castells (1983), in his investigation of grassroots action within cities mentions:

> “Every day in every context, people acting individually or collectively, produce and reproduce the rules of their society, and translate them into their spatial expression and their institutional management. Because society is structured around conflicting positions which define alternative values and interests, so the production of space and cities will be, too. Urban structures will always be the expression of some institutionalized domination, the urban crisis will be the result of a challenge coming from new actors in history and society.”\(^\text{20}\)


\(^{19}\) Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.

While the use of the word “crisis” can be disputed, because organizing and the resistance that it provides to a dominant structure does not necessarily lead to violence or danger, this quote offers interesting insight into the relationship between urban spaces and the people that live within them.

The first chapter provides a conceptual framework for the following chapters. In it, I contextualize the injustices present within the educational system by examining the importance of community members in reform efforts, the power dynamics present between disenfranchised communities and policymakers, and how community organizations leverage power. I also examine the conflicting dominant, neoliberal, standard-based narrative and approach to reform and the grassroots counter narratives fostered by community-based organizations. Additionally, I highlight the unique position of community-based organizations in motivating social change within the educational justice movement. This chapter argues that the educational justice movement presents a new narrative within the educational reform debate and that community-based organizing groups, as organizations rooted in the community, inherently engage in counter-framing and democratic processes.

The second chapter, a very brief chapter, provides a critical overview of community-based organizations. In considering the non-profit industrial complex that community-based organizations function within, the reader can see the complexities of addressing issues of educational change. Furthermore, this chapter allows one to understand both the benefits and weaknesses of this particular form of social change, which provides a lens for which to more deeply examine the case study in the following two chapters. I argue that the work of social justice organizations—organizations that advocate for the rights and opportunities for
marginalized communities—is especially complicated because they function within a system of capitalism and privatization that conflicts with their missions and goals.

In the third chapter, I provide a description of the history and current affairs of the case study organization, The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI). I present an example of how educational justice work and community organizing manifests itself in an actual organization. This description chapter includes the history of the organization, as well as explains how particular initiatives within DSNI work on education issues and campaigns. Through this description I highlight the ways in which the mission, goals, and values of the organization are ingrained in DSNI and reflected in its execution of process and strategy.

The fourth and final chapter will utilize various forms of data to provide evidence on how DSNI engages in addressing educational inequity within the neighborhoods of Roxbury and northern Dorchester. In this chapter I argue that community control, democratic practices and processes, community leadership and empowerment, and an understanding of the complexities of organizing for organizational change allow for community members, residents, and staff at DSNI to engage in educational justice work.

In full, this thesis seeks to address the question of how community-based organizing groups, in low-income communities of color, address the barriers to and opportunities for equitable and quality education? I argue that the current neoliberal trend of privatization within education reform, the school practices that this reform fosters, and city policymaking do not typically include the voices of parents, teachers, students, and other community members within low-income communities or communities of color and neglects the structural causes of social inequality, and that the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, through community-based
organizing, uses various processes that enable social change and engage and acknowledge community voices as important stakeholders in the policymaking process.

This thesis truly is a culmination of my four years at Connecticut College and an expression of the interdisciplinary of both American Studies and of the Holleran Center for Community Action and Public Policy. Community-based organizing for educational justice requires one to examine the intersection between class, race, privilege, and power. Drawing from literature and scholars of non-profit studies, urban planning, sociology and youth studies, this project investigates neoliberalism, capitalism, democracy, and other structures that exist—either in whole or in part—in the United States and how they perpetuate and challenge immense educational inequalities and inequities.
Chapter 1: A Conceptual Framework

At his nomination, the current U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, noted that education “is the civil rights issue of our generation.” This phrase exemplifies the framing of education upon which that the educational justice movement is founded. The educational justice movement has outlined the conditions that have long existed in public education as an assault to justice, and therefore in need of change. The injustices present in the U.S. education system—lack of funding and resources, zero-tolerance policies and the school-to-prison pipeline, poor teacher training and staff turnover, and culturally irrelevant curriculum to name a few—fall on low-income students and students of color more consistently than their peers. Low-income children of color bear the brunt of multiple societal inequalities, marginalized due to both their race and class. In this chapter, I provide a conceptual framework for the following chapters. First, I contextualize the injustices present within the educational system. Secondly, I examine the dominant and counter narratives present in the educational reform debate. Lastly, in this chapter, I highlight the unique position of community-based organizations in motivating social change within the educational justice movement. In this section of the chapter, I argue that community-based organizing groups, as organizations rooted in the community, inherently engage in counter-framing and democratic processes, and therefore are essential players in supporting the counter narrative that the educational justice movement presents that challenges neoliberal reform efforts.

Contextualizing Educational Injustices

As a population disproportionately undereducated by the U.S. public school system, youth of color in low-income communities have had a unique position in engaging with

---

21 Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
22 Mediratta, Shah, and McAlisters, Community Organizing for Stronger Schools.
educational justice and reform. Checkoway and Richards-Schuster (2006), scholars of social work and youth studies, offer an insightful interpretation of young people’s abilities and potential role in educational reform since they are the individuals experiencing the effects of policy decisions. Youth involvement not only includes youth directed action, but also intergenerational cooperation within formal organizations. This participation “includes efforts that address both broad systemic issues related to discrimination and poverty and also everyday experiences with unsanitary toilets and inedible food.” In this thesis I engage in the discussion of how community based organizations address the visible and more tangible inequalities in schools (like lack of resources, awful food, or dilapidated facilities) and the root causes that have led to these conditions.

The fact that community organizing provides a platform for sharing lived experiences makes it a much-needed perspective in the current field of educational justice and reform. Since people within a given community feel the impact of policies within their community, they play an important role in unmasking injustices and pushing for systematic change. Very often, policymakers are isolated from the communities they serve, and therefore may not accurately understand specific community struggles. Levine, in his investigation of issues associated with the bureaucracy within education reform, highlighted the social and psychological distance that often exists between communities and schools, which can lead to limited communication between both parties and differing goals and missions. One way of which to close the distance

24 Ibid
26 Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
between the two parties is to include those not typically a part the process of decision making into it.  

Due to this distance and isolation, policymakers rarely apprehend the local assets present within the community that could facilitate positive change. Policy outcomes and issues are framed as naturally occurring rather than a result of faulty policy. National accountability standards, while they might be well intentioned, often do not provide the fiscal resources or teacher support that would allow a struggling school to reach certain benchmarks. At a more local level, while educators within a school system may create certain policies, often voices of parents and children are neglected during decision-making. Emma Fuentes (2013), a scholar of urban education, studies the parent voice in her research with three independent mothers groups in African American and Latino communities in northern California. She found that the mothers in these community groups challenged the common assumption that they did not care to be involved with their children’s schools, by sharing their children’s experiences and the exposing the inequalities that existed in the school system. Fuentes’ work is a representation of the fact that not only are youth involved in educational justice efforts, but parents and community members are as well.

There are many multiple forms of power that different constituencies can have, and these different kinds of power can be utilized to pressure for social change. The power dynamics between communities and the institutions that have decision-making power are essential to consider when examining the impact of community-based organizations. Ralph Edwards and Charles V. Willie, comment on the power dynamics that can exist within a community, in their

---

28 Ibid.
29 Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
examination of both black power and white power in Boston. They use “power structure” theory to understand the city.\textsuperscript{31} While certain constituencies may have more resources or decision-making capabilities, Edwards and Willie challenge the idea that they have a complete monopoly of power by stating that “both dominants and subdominants possess power. The latter, for example, possess the power of the veto, or the ability to stop “business as usual” when they believe that their fundamental interests are not being well served.”\textsuperscript{32} While Edwards and Willie seem to simplify the ability of these so-called subdominants to use their democratic right to vote, assemble, and petition, their points are important to consider in examining historically disenfranchised groups of people.

Edwards and Willie also believe that their methods of examining power lessens the likelihood of oversimplified essentialist thinking that whites are dominant and therefore contain all forms of power.\textsuperscript{33} Community-based organizing groups therefore can gain democratic power by strengthening the support of their campaigns amongst community members.\textsuperscript{34} Warren (2011) states that parents in low-income communities tend to have less political clout, and therefore organizing allows for increased participation in educational reform.\textsuperscript{35} Pedro Noguera’s research focuses on organizing that empowers low-income parents to participate in the decision-making process, resulting in more attention to student needs and strong partnerships between parents and schools, in a time in which schools do not often focus on including low-income communities in reform efforts.\textsuperscript{36} Evans and Didlick-Davis (2012), scholars of education and grassroots

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid, viii.
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34} Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister, \textit{Community Organizing for Stronger Schools}.
\textsuperscript{35} Warren and Mapp, “Introduction” to \textit{A Match on Dry Grass}.
organizing, examined six community-based organizations that address the school-to-prison-pipeline and who built strength among their community members.\textsuperscript{37} All six community organizations participated in relationship-building through meetings and interviews that identified community leaders and collected community opinions and voices.\textsuperscript{38} This collection of voices offered a counter narrative to how these communities were being portrayed by the media. Additionally, students and parents in all the organizations participated in public forums, such as community meetings, thus giving them a chance to share their experiences publicly to various stakeholders and be active participants in reform efforts.\textsuperscript{39} Evans and Didlick-Davis’ research highlights the democratic and grassroots nature of many community-based organizations.

The power differential between low-income communities of color and other stakeholders, and the role that community organizing has within these communities, can be examined further by considering the tension between top-down policymaking and grassroots community-based organizations. While not all community-based organizations are democratic in nature, as explained earlier in the chapter, community-based organizations offer a potential space for communication between community members and building strength in numbers by networking. Community-based organizations and organizing are forms of external pressure that challenge educational institutions. Since community members feel the effects of policy, they are more likely to be invested in addressing the root causes of inequity in education, like poverty and structural racism. Warren explains:

“The traditional top-down, programmatic emphasis of school reform initiatives fails to appreciate that institutional change is always a collective processes. This approach lacks a strategy for engaging the hearts and minds of educators at the school level, for valuing their experience and


\textsuperscript{38} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
understanding as part of the change process, and for bringing them together as a group committed to improvement. Meanwhile, it ignores the important roles parents and young people themselves play in school changing initiatives.  

Warren explains that top-down decision-making is not inclusive, and hinders the ability for institutional and sustainable change.

Collaboration between organizers and various other stakeholders is fundamental for educational change to be made. One theme that Evans and Didlick-Davis found in their study of community organizations was mutual accountability. The researchers discovered that often in education organizing, organizations stay involved in the implementation process of reform, since community members have knowledge and connections within the community that policymakers may not have. This particular example highlights the collaboration and partnerships can be beneficial for communities. Rather than stakeholders viewing each other as competition, scholars, community organizations, policymakers, school administrators and parents should see how each other’s strengths and knowledge could compliment one another.

Community organizations have used their power to become driving forces in challenging national, state and local policy. Recent research provides evidence that community organizations have the power to impact social change in cities across the United States. These groups illuminate the barriers to quality resources that exist within low-income communities of color, lead to more equitable district funding techniques, and result in government initiatives that mirror the campaigns and concerns of community groups. When national initiatives like No Child Left Behind (NCLB) strongly promoted teacher, student, and school accountability

41 Warren and Mapp, “Introduction” in A Match on Dry Grass.
42 Evans & Didlick-Davis, “Organizing to End the School-to-Prison Pipeline”.
43 Ibid.
through high-stakes testing, community groups challenged the government to provide their communities with the resources essential to reach those national standards.\textsuperscript{45} Policymaker accountability is essential, and requires groups to monitor the implementation of certain reforms and maintain public pressure on public officials.\textsuperscript{46} One particular impulse within the larger educational justice movement is the school-to-prison pipeline movement. The school-to-prison pipeline movement has made significant gains in certain districts and made national news.\textsuperscript{47} The school-to-prison pipeline is examined later in the chapter, to show how communities use counter framing to challenge negative perceptions of themselves circulated by others.

Short-term reform must be coupled with systemic and sustainable social change that addresses the root causes of the inequities within our educational system. A social movement is required in order for institutional change to occur. Yet how do community-based organizations address the deeply rooted causes of educational inequity? First, one must establish what the issues within the U.S. education system actually are. Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister (2009) found that community-organizing groups believe that urban public schools lack resources and often perform worse than suburban schools. For them, this underperformance stems not from a lack of understanding of the organizational methods that result in high-performing schools, but rather it is because of the limited decision-making power that communities have due to race, gender, and class marginalization.\textsuperscript{48} Warren, like other scholars, sees underperformance not as a product of quality education, but of inequality within our education system.\textsuperscript{49} He explains that schools succeed when they are well funded and therefore have access to various school

\textsuperscript{45} Mediratta, “Outside In”.
\textsuperscript{46} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{47} Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
\textsuperscript{48} Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister, Community Organizing for Stronger Schools.
\textsuperscript{49} Warren, “Transforming Public Education”.
materials, held accountable, incorporate the community and the culture of the children for which they are providing, and when families themselves are well-resourced.\textsuperscript{50}

That being said, it is clear that only certain schools have the ability to meet those criteria. Scholars highlight how current education reform focuses too little on the societal issues that influence schooling—such as poverty, racism, and power—and demonstrate how the current educational system actually perpetuates racial inequities. Many scholars believe that the change necessary to offer equitable education to all children requires a social movement, with large-scale societal goals. Education reform is not often framed in political terms, or analyzed for its approach to mending oppression or power inequities.\textsuperscript{51} These concepts can be explained by comparing transactional versus transformational change. While short-term policy changes are necessary and practical, they must be coupled with transformational change that pressures social norms and values.\textsuperscript{52}

\textbf{Dominant and Counter Narratives within Education Reform}

The debate of how to address the underachievement and under-resourced nature of many American schools through reform includes opposing narratives about the roots of inequity, and how that inequity should be addressed. While this chapter will not examine each of these narratives in depth, a brief overview of the landscape of education reform will offer a foundation for the following sections. The dominant narratives are ingrained and perpetuated in the policy that shapes educational reform, while the counter narratives fuel the organizing that challenges current reform efforts. \textit{A Nation At Risk} is one example of a report that contributed to the education reform debate by disseminating a narrative of inadequacy and urgency.

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.
A Nation At Risk is a report that many scholars argue framed the education reform debate in the 1980s and still impacts that way that reform is discussed. Ronald Reagan appointed Terrel Howard Bell as the Secretary of Education to examine the quality of education in the United States, since he questioned the role of the federal government in education. Bell created the National Commission on Excellence in Education, asking them to submit a report of their findings after eighteen months of research. The report, as demonstrated in its naming, emphasized the urgency of change and described our education system as “being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people.” The report emphasized how this mediocrity was not only a threat to the United States’ position amongst other industrialized countries, but also a threat to the ideals of freedom and democracy that this country values so highly. The commission explained that people must be educated in order to become employed and participate and contribute to society. The report cited a decline in literacy rates, poor comparisons with international competitors, and declining SAT scores as evidence that the U.S. was falling behind other countries.

Many scholars see A Nation at Risk as a turning point in education policy in the U.S. One of those scholars, Jal Mehta (2015), participates in this dialogue in arguing that the report placed the blame of mediocrity on schools rather than framing the situation as a societal problem. The report defines excellence based on standards that schools should adopt, and then defines an

55 Ibid, 5.
56 Ibid.
excellent society as one that has followed those particular policies.\textsuperscript{58} This emphasis on standards supported the concept of assessment-driven reform, which we still see as a central aspect of the education reform debate today. Metha compares two decades, the 1960s as characterized by national desegregation efforts, while the 1980s was a period in which national responsibility for education lessened.\textsuperscript{59} While the existence of the commission and the report demonstrates a dedication to improving education in the country, the emphasis on schools as the institutions that bear the responsibility of “fixing” this crisis highlights how educational achievement became a more individualist venture.

Mehta (2015) explains how many factors contribute to the acceptance of the report, such as the timing of its release during a recession when people were searching for explanations for why other industrialized nations were improving, and during a period (i.e., post-Watergate) where people were disillusioned by other public institutions and could accept that the institution of the school was failing them as well. In addition, the focus on schools benefitted both political parties since the report’s suggestions would not require attention to deep societal and institutional issues, and still championed the idea of improving education in the U.S. which was something both parties could agree on.\textsuperscript{60} The report’s emphasis on school standards fueled a cycle of school reform with conflicting perspectives between policymakers creating the rules and school staff who are often resistance to rigid and standard-based curriculum.\textsuperscript{61} The report underscored the economic benefits of improving education, and while that is not a new argument, it gained significant traction.\textsuperscript{62} The media attention the report received from major U.S. newspapers

\textsuperscript{58} National Commission on Excellence in Education, \textit{A Nation At Risk}.
\textsuperscript{59} Mehta, “Escaping the Shadow”.
\textsuperscript{60} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{62} Ibid.
exemplified this perspective, as did the hundreds of requests for the report following its release. The emphasis on international comparisons, standardized testing, standard-based reform, and competition is reflected in other reforms from administrations following Reagan’s such as GOALS 2000, No Child Left Behind, and Race to the Top.

As explained above, a dominant narrative within education reform has become an individualistic model of focusing on schools and teachers as accountable for low performance. This low performance is based on results from standardized tests, which has been endorsed by many states as an appropriate way of testing proficiency of material. Standardized tests have become the primary criteria for judging a school’s success. Tests are used because they are thought to be objective ways of measuring achievement and this in turn allows for accountability. Neill and Medina (1989) highlight how standardized testing relies on the assumptions that intelligence can be narrowly confined, that the tests are reliable and produce similar results with multiple completions, and that they actually evaluate a student’s ability to understand certain information. Additionally, Neill and Medina (1989) highlight that the disproportionally lower performance of students of color on standardized tests is a reflection of the inequities in the American public school system, and also illustrates that the test is targeted towards middle and upper class white students. These assessments not only affect decisions like school closings, but also classroom instruction and curriculum. Assessments also perpetuate tracking within schools, which infringes on students learning and disproportionally limits the

63 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
academic potential of students of color.\textsuperscript{68} Assessments must be questioned and problematized since they dictate reform.

The individualistic mentality of reform efforts that has focused on schools rather than society can be clearly connected to the pervasiveness of neoliberal education reform. Neoliberal theory and neoliberalism has had a large impact on how government has chosen to support or neglect certain communities and public resources, and is essential to understanding the current educational reform agenda. Neoliberalism, as defined by David Harvey, is “... a theory of political economic practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade.”\textsuperscript{69} In essence, neoliberal theory supports capitalism. State intervention is appropriate when it supports the accumulation of wealth.\textsuperscript{70} As will be described in chapter three, disinvestment of cities significantly influenced the economic landscape of Boston, and the social institutions available to communities within Boston. Since this thesis is focused on low-income communities of color, one must examine how the shift towards neoliberal policies in the 1970s affected these communities.

Neoliberal policies manifest themselves in school systems by the privatization of public schools. Management of schools by private companies and corporations, and public private partnerships are apparent in the increase in publicly funded and privately run charter schools, schools voucher, and choice programs. Those that support neoliberal policies believe that it


\textsuperscript{69} David Harvey. \textit{A Brief History of Neoliberalism}. (New York: Oxford University Press Inc, 2005). 2.

sparks innovation, increases competition, and gives schools and companies the flexibility to be creative and work within their capacities. Chicago is a prime case study to examine in studying neoliberalism. The Renaissance 2010 program began in 2004, in hopes of closing approximately 60 schools and opening 100 new schools, two-thirds of which would be charter or contract schools. While some school officials and families argue that Renaissance 2010 increases the agency that families have in choosing schools for their children and promotes high achievement through competition, other students, parents, organizations and unions feel that the program decreases the interaction between community and school, increases student mobility (which can potentially hinder their safety and creates a lack of consistency), increases gentrification, and disproportionately negatively affects students of color. While schools were closing due to lack of enrollment, Lipman (2011) highlights that enrollment and redevelopment are linked, and one must consider how gentrification will decrease enrollment. Neoliberal reform has also contributed to an increase in school closings and rebranding of schools as charter or privately run, a common source of concern within the education justice movement.

Many urban education scholars are critical of neoliberal theory and how it has manifested itself within cities and resulted in the privatization of education. Pauline Lipman, a scholar of educational equity and social justice, strongly critiques neoliberal theory for placing blame on low-income communities of color for lack of academic achievement, school closings, and other community issues when many of these problems stem from neoliberal policy. She suggests that neoliberal theory must be examined through a racial lens, explaining that, “The cultural politics of race are the ideological soil for racially coded neoliberal ideology of individual responsibility.
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and reduction of ‘dependency’ on the state.” Lipman highlights how educational institutions and cities can both be examined as case studies of the effects of neoliberalism.

While educational reform has been dominated by neoliberal policies that focus on individualism and perpetuate the blaming and shaming of certain stakeholders, new scholarship, community organizers, and grassroots people have begun to present a counter narrative that emphasizes community voices and input as essential to addressing systemic and institutional problems. Not many people will argue against the idea that all children should have access to a quality education, but it is the method of which to reach that goal that is so highly contested. When considering how to address the education of disenfranchised communities, in particular low-income communities of color, the communities and the people within them are often viewed as problems that need to be fixed. The trend of education reform thus far still neglects the structural reasons for why access to quality education for all students is not a reality in the United States. In addressing issues of racial achievement gaps and dropout rates, urban students of color are viewed as problems. Checkoway and many other scholars in the field of education, as well as activists, organizations, parents, and students are increasingly flipping the common narrative, by considering young people as the solutions in addressing these systemic problems. Students have particularly important insights because they experience and are exposed to the consequences of the policies enacted.

The concept of viewing students as problems rather than solutions, is a manifestation of deficit model thinking, and deficit ideology. Paul Gorski defines deficit ideology as “A worldview that explains inequalities as resulting from moral, intellectual, and cultural
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deficiencies in disenfranchised communities and individuals”. Rather than problematizing systems of injustice, social and economic inequalities are blamed on the behavior and actions of individuals. In addressing certain inequities within education, such as the achievement gap, deficit-model thinking and ideology ignores the root causes and systems of power like institutional racism, poverty, and capitalism. On a micro-level, deficit-model thinking reinforces stereotypes that already exist in people’s minds.

While the “culture of poverty” and pathologizing that can occur during discussions and policymaking regarding low-income communities of color, asset-based methodology and thinking can counteract deficit-model thinking. Rather than focusing on the hardships experienced by people living in lower income urban communities of color, scholars and policymakers should see community members and the institutions that exist in the communities as necessary and critical aspects of change making. Racial discrimination and race-based policy have systematically segregated and isolated people of color within the U.S. and in conjunction with disinvestment of cities, it has resulted in spatial inequality that scholars call “geography of opportunity.”

Previous work on the geography of opportunity concludes that the structures that shape the geography of opportunity are racialized, that they affect students’ access to quality education and schools, and often low income communities of color are isolated from other potential opportunities like affordable housing, health care centers, and areas of high employment. Terrance Green (2015), highlights how this term can be switched into “opportunity in geography,” highlighting the assets within each community. Kretzmann and
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McKnight (1993) coined the term “asset-based community development”, defining assets as “…gifts, skills, and capacities of individuals, associations, and institutions” that community members have that can be used to alleviate poverty and other deeply ingrained social issues.\(^80\) In one study, Green (2015) used GIS to map poverty rates, educational attainment, and neighborhood assets—like places of worship, schools, community centers, universities, and libraries. He found a significantly larger proportion of churches in lower income areas, which is interesting to consider since many community-based organizations are faith-based and churches historically are safe spaces for communities of color.\(^81\) Additionally, the amount of assets that Green (2015) found across all his maps emphasized the resilience present in these communities; some of the institutions had been in these communities for over 50 years. While Green only seemed to track institutional assets, another community asset is the people that live within it. The power that people have to make change is significant and must be considered. In chapter three, this thesis will explore how the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative has utilized the institutional and human assets within the Dudley community.

The Educational Justice Movement and Community Based Organizing as a Counter-Frame

The educational justice movement presents a new narrative within the educational reform debate, and community-based organizing groups, as organizations rooted in the community, inherently engage in counter-framing. In discussing power, opportunity, and access within low-income communities of color, racial frames and theory must be applied. The United States is dominated by the white racial frame, characterized by Joe Feagin as a “dominant frame...that encompasses a broad and persisting set of racial stereotypes, prejudices, ideologies, images,
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interpretations and narratives, emotions, and reactions to language accents, as well as racialized inclinations to discriminate."^{82} The white racial frame is a worldview that dominates many areas of the world, that positions white people and whiteness as superior, and therefore frames how people interpret the world around them. Various counter-frames exist that challenge the white racial frame that permeates our communities, societies, and public policy. While counter-frames were initially created for survival, they are now sources of resistance.\textsuperscript{83,84} One can see how community-based organizations in their engagement with the educational justice movement both engage with the oppressive nature of certain policies and challenge the pathologization of black and brown bodies that still exists today. The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) is an example of an organization that disseminates a black counter-frame with campaigns for housing and employment accessibility.\textsuperscript{85} Similar to CORE, community-based organizations challenge and pressure educational institutions to address how they perpetuate institutional racism and the white racial frame. Chapters three and four will investigate how one particular community-based organization in Boston, MA, The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, engages in counter framing.

Counter-framing is part of engaging with critical race theory. Critical race theory encourages the intersectionality between various disciplines to examine how race and racism function in the world. Stovall (2005) emphasizes that critical race theory allows for the discussion of the continuing reality of racism today, problematizes “colorblind” and civil rights
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policies, supports the voices of people of color, and questions educational reforms.\textsuperscript{86} Earlier in the chapter, the necessity of a social movement to create change was discussed. Critical race theory supports this notion by emphasizing how racial prejudices and discrimination in education reform cannot be addressed by maintaining the status quo, but rather by questioning how certain techniques may function to further perpetuate racial divides. Emma Fuentes, in her study of various mothers groups within Latino and black communities in northern California and their role in improving education for their children, highlights how, “One of the major tenets of CRT is the centrality of experiential knowledge. It asserts that the everyday, lived experiences of marginalized communities are critical in exposing racial privilege and understanding and addressing racial inequity.”\textsuperscript{87} In her study, she found how mothers of students of color in communities in northern California participated in counter-framing by exposing the injustices in their children’s educational access, while also challenging other community members’ negative perceptions of them.\textsuperscript{88} The organizations of mothers collaborated with each other, participated in their children’s schools in non-traditional ways, and developed their own “safe spaces” to discuss community issues.\textsuperscript{89} The ways in which the case study organization, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, counters negative stereotypes and creates safe spaces for community members are concepts that will be examined further in the fourth chapter.

Many scholars, activists, educators, and other educational advocates see this need for transformative change as evidence that educational justice should be framed in social movement terms. Mediratta, Shah, and McAlister (2009) cite that “Frames are abstract notions that serve to organize or structure social meanings. Frames influence the perception of the news of the
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audience; this form of agenda-setting not only tells what to think about an issue (agenda-setting theory), but also how to think about that issue.”90 Jeannie Oakes and John Rogers believe that the educational reform movement has been framed around the concept of merit, deficit, and scarcity.91 These specific frameworks are especially problematic because they assume that all children have access to the same opportunities. In addition, these frameworks suggest that racial, cultural, community, or individual deficits are what cause the inequities, described earlier in the chapter as the deficit model.92 Oakes and Rogers, among many others, see educational justice organizing as a counter-frame, highlighting the institutional and systemic problems that result in inadequate and inequitable education. Not only is educational justice a counter-frame, but also the lived experiences of members of community organizations offer an important and essential (counter) viewpoint to current educational debates.

Organizing Against the School to Prison Pipeline: An Example of Counter-framing

The school-to-prison pipeline is a phenomenon discussed by various educational justice scholars and serves as a great example of how zero-tolerance and disciplinary policies perpetuate criminalizing narratives that disproportionately affect students of color, and how those communities affected can provide counter perspectives and solutions. The school-to-prison pipeline campaign has been and continues to be a success among educational justice oriented community-based organizations. This integral campaign has interrupted and raised awareness of the pathologization and criminalization of black and brown bodies in the United States, and how those trends trickled down into the institution of the school. The school- to-prison pipeline is a term for the funnel of students that are being sent from schools into the juvenile justice system as a result of an increase in “zero-tolerance” policies. Zero-tolerance policies are strict and
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authoritative, functioning under the idea that punishment will deter students from participating in “disruptive” behaviors. This is no surprise given that while the U.S. only contains 5% of the world population, it accounts for 25% of all the prisoners in the world, and the majority of the people in U.S. prisons are people of color.\(^{93}\) Zero-tolerance policies in schools stem from larger efforts in the 1970s and 1980s to combat the “War on Drugs” by sentencing lower level offenders.\(^{94}\) This increased policing, more often than not, streamlined citizens of color into the prison system and dramatically increased incarceration rates.\(^{95}\)

These widespread public policies trickled down into schools. Beginning in the 1980s and into the 2000s, federal legislation such as the Drug-Free Schools and Community Act (1989) and No Child Left Behind (2001) focused on eliminating drugs and gang activity in schools and identifying underperforming school districts through increased standardized testing methods.\(^{96}\) In addition, due to school shootings in the late 1990s, heightened perceptions of threat prompted more punitive policies. While the efforts to eliminate drug and gun use and identify underperforming schools seems admirable, these policies targeted students of color and perpetuated student dropout and failure. Schools became, and still are, highly policed spaces. Violations of school policy have been extended to more minor behaviors, yet still resulted in harsh punishment. Zero-tolerance policies have removed students from their classrooms through suspension and expulsion, which has increased rates of dropout and underachievement. Additionally, some scholars state that tracking—the separating of students into different classes based on academic ability—also contributes to the school-to-prison pipeline, due to the methods
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of teaching used in lower level tracks, which disproportionally consist of students of color. The school-to-prison pipeline shows how zero-tolerance policies and tracking have criminalized youth, hindered their access to college, and reproduced existing inequalities between students of color and white students in the American school system.

The link between law enforcement and education are demonstrated in the increased presence of police officers, often referred to as Student Resource Officers (SROs) in schools. When students are suspended or expelled, they fall behind in their schoolwork, which contributes to dropout rates. Children not in school and without a high school degree have a higher likelihood of court involvement. Additionally, some students are sent to alternative schools that lack state accountability and make it more difficult for students to re-acclimate into a traditional school setting. Once in juvenile detention centers, children often do not have adequate access to lawyers or educational material.

The streamlining of students of color from school to prison stems from the pathologization of these students and their communities. Low-income communities of color are often characterized as areas of crime, filth, and hopelessness. The phrase “culture of poverty” encompasses the idea that the supposed morals and cultural differences of people in low-income communities of color are to blame for difficulties in these communities. This pathologizing of people of color not only exists at a community level, but also within schools. According to 2011-2012 federal data, Black students make up 16 percent of all students enrolled in school, yet
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consist of 31 percent of in-school arrests. Additionally, Black students are three times more likely to be suspended than white students. These statistics clearly demonstrates the systemic pattern of students of color moving from schools to prison, which is evidence of institutionalized racism.

On an interpersonal level, teachers and other educators, whether they realize it or not, can function with biases and racial stereotypes that pathologize students of color. Although the actions of teachers are not excusable, Beverly Daniel Tatum (1992), a researcher and professor of the psychology of racism and racial identity, explains how prejudice and racism have been prevalent in the environments in which Americans grow up and therefore contributes to the perpetuation of racial prejudices. While racial stereotypes are constantly presented and circulated in the media, educational material, and policy, it does not excuse their detrimental effects. Both institutional and interpersonal racism perpetuate the school-to-prison pipeline.

Evans and Didlick-Davis, in their examination of community voices within the school-to-prison pipeline issue, highlight how efforts to address the pipeline are still confined. Currently efforts include legislative reform—such as the collection of school data to assess arrests and other student-law enforcement encounters, and the requirement of advocates for children going through school disciplinary processes—and school and district level efforts. During the authors’ examination of six community organizations, they identified three themes: counter-
discourse, dignity-based alternative policies, and mutual accountability.\textsuperscript{105} These three themes connect very well to the earlier discussion of counter narratives and asset-based thinking, as well as more democratically oriented methodology for which community organizations allow.

Youth on Board, a prominent youth organizing non-profit organization in Boston, MA, works alongside the Office of Engagement at Boston Public Schools to support and advise the Boston Student Advisory Council (BSAC).\textsuperscript{106} BSAC works on multiple campaigns, one of which is addressing the school-to-prison pipeline within Boston Public Schools. BSAC organizers met with school administrators in 2009 to express their opinions and concerns with the Code of Discipline, in an effort to make sure that the Code reflected the experiences of students.\textsuperscript{107} BSAC members are also a part of Chapter 222, a coalition of various stakeholders intent on creating new legislation related to discipline and restorative justice.\textsuperscript{108} This provides another example of the important work that community-based organizations and coalitions have in fostering collaboration between stakeholders and critical conversations about student experience.

**The Democratic Aspects of Community-Based Organizing**

When it is evident that community members have necessary and important insight into tackling the issues within our educational system, why are their opinions devalued and not included in decision-making? Why is the country stuck in a cycle of reform that has not produced large-scale change over the past fifty years? One explanation for this is the process in which policy making occurs. As has been explained earlier in the chapter, low-income communities and communities of color are systemically excluded from conversations and decision-making due to their lack of political power and top-down decision-making styles.
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Scholars and activists increasingly emphasize the need to return to the democratic ideals upon which the United States was founded. Community-based organizations often champion democratic methodology and include various stakeholders in their decision-making. The pressure that community-based organizing groups put on policymakers, government officials, and school staff is an exercise of people’s democratic rights. Critics of neoliberal policy believe that increased privatization in schools eliminates the democratic rights of individuals to participate in decision-making. Transparency is necessary and the community voice is essential if the policy changes are going to affect the communities in which they live. Lipman (2011) highlights these points in explaining that “Neoliberal urbanism is also defined by a shift from government to governance: leadership as efficient management, weak forms of democracy and public participation in civic life, decision making by public-private partnerships, and valorization of the interest of capital as synonymous with public welfare.” In summary, neoliberalism focuses on efficiency and material capital that can be detrimental to democracy processes and values.

Many scholars in reference to social movements and democratic ideals discuss the concept of participatory democracy and decision-making. Participatory democracy refers to a form of democracy that includes consensus building, collaborative decision-making, and participation from those within a movement or organization. Francesca Polletta, in her investigation of social movements throughout American history, mentions that aspect of participatory democracy is questioning what is considered legitimate authority within a movement. Polletta also highlights that when people are part of the decision-making process their solidarity with the movement is increased, and the act of engaging in dialogue about a
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certain issue allows room for understanding others opinions. The inclusion of community members, parents, youth, teachers, and other educational stakeholders in the decision making process contributes to a further commitment and potential sustainability of involvement in the issues moving forward.

Conclusion

A focus on democratic participation among stakeholders is an emerging positive counter-frame that community-based organizations participate in. The field of education has become increasingly attentive to community voices and the historical systematic neglect of them. Community-based organizations, while not perfect, offer an avenue for participatory strategy. The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative will serve as a case study in the third chapter and illustrate how community based organizations offer a more participatory and inclusive methodology and challenge those in decision-making power to address the value of their voice and opinion.

\[\text{\cite{Ibid.}}\]
Chapter 2: A Critical Look at Community-Based Organizations and Non-Profits

Since community-based organizing often collaborates with and is supported by community-based organizations, I will offer a brief overview of literature regarding the benefits and critiques of non-profit organizations. It must be acknowledged that while community-based organizations are a model that allows for a more democratic, grassroots, and bottom-up approach to decision-making and policy, it is not without faults. Understanding both the strengths and weaknesses of community-based organizations will be helpful in considering the process, success, and impact that the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative has in the next chapter.

As described in the introduction, community-based organizations vary in organizational structure and membership. Andrea Smith (2007), in her introduction to The Revolution Will Not Be Funded, explains that many social justice organizations have resorted to the 501 (c)(3) non-profit model and similar to many scholars, she critically questions the current state of social justice organizations and their future in creating social change in an increasingly private and competitive social service environment. The most common form of tax-exempt non-profit organizations are in the 501 (c)(3) Internal Revenue Service tax bracket and are registered with the United States government.\footnote{112} This category also gives organizations other privileges such as the ability to receive government and foundation funding that is not taxed, yet also requires organizations to follow certain rules like have a board of directors, keep documentation of board decisions, and publically share organizational information and documents.\footnote{113}

While the support for social justice organizations was radical and grassroots during the social movements of the 1960s and 70s, since then organizations have increasingly structured
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themselves using the non-profit model.\textsuperscript{114} Foundations emerged in the early 1900s as supporters of social issues and a method of which wealthy individuals could consolidate their money where it could not be taxed.\textsuperscript{115} As restrictions were made on foundations in the Tax Reform Act of 1969, foundations began giving their money to non-profits, which increased the amount of non-profit organizations.\textsuperscript{116} This consolidation of wealth in the private sector that is not taxed can be problematic because although many foundations are giving their money to non-profits and social service organizations, where and to whom that money goes to is decided by the foundation. This puts organizations at the will of foundations.

Social justice activists and scholars have coined the term the “non-profit industrial complex” (NPIC) to describe their skepticism of the non-profit sector. Smith (2007) describes the NPIC as serving capitalist interests characterized by the use of non-profits to subvert and de-radicalize social movements, funnel public money into private organizations, and perpetuate competition between non-profits. David Rodriquez and Ruth Wilson Gilmore deem the NPIC as serving as a “shadow state” that performs many of the social services that the government should be doing.\textsuperscript{117} Rodriguez, Gilmore, and other scholars highlight how non-profits should not be the drivers of social movements, but rather entities that support movements. This phenomenon can exist when the focus is on the goals and mission of the organization, rather than solely on the organizational structure and funding source.\textsuperscript{118}

Similar to Rodriguez and Gilmore’s discussion of a “shadow state,” Schmid highlights how non-profit human service agencies have become buffers between constituents and the
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government. Non-profit organizations can become direct service providers and the role of the government in providing for its people can become blurry as non-profits become middle-men between people and their local authorities.119 This raises questions about the role of governments in providing services to the people of the United States, and how an increasing non-profit sector can detract from the government facilitating and implementing the services itself.

As alluded to earlier, funding is very important in the existence and sustainability of an organization, yet can detract from a non-profit organization’s ability to maintain its mission and remain a radical force that pressure societal norms and institutions. Amara H. Perez, a member and leader of Sister in Action for Power in Portland, OR through her experience in a community-based organization, explains the wider issue that many organizations face in balancing the power of foundation funding and participation in the “organization market” while also maintaining their grassroots day-to-day work.120 This “organization market” creates an atmosphere where organizations that do similar work are in competition with another for limited resources and money, rather than collaborating with one another.121 Effort that could be spent on petitioning and changing government policy is instead used to secure foundation funding.122 Perez explains that in her experience, their organization looks “at ways to develop an organizational culture and practice inspired more by revolutionary and holistic paradigms than corporate and business models”.123 Perez’s viewpoint relates well to Benjamin Shepard’s book *Community Projects as Social Activism: From Direct Action to Direct Service*, as it mentions in reference the non-profit industrial complex that “All too often the organizations we create emulate the systems we hope
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to avoid”. Capitalism and the neoliberal trend towards privatization perpetuates and supports competition that makes it difficult for organizations to practices similar to those that have created the environment they are trying to change.

That being said, non-profit organizations as a whole should not be completely discounted. There are benefits to formal organizations, especially when certain precautions are taken. Shepard (2015) emphasizes the importance of social organizing in creating counter-narratives, and being an act in which people increase their social relations and make connections that results in reduced isolation. This isolation of individuals, especially the poor, people of color, gay people, and other oppressed and marginalized people, increases in a capitalist and individualistic society. Shepard finds that this isolation of people makes community building that much more important. While he acknowledges the NPIC, he also mentions that organizing is necessary when the government refuses to address social issues, and offers clear examples of organizations—like the Black Panther Party, Housing Works, and the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power—that have supported and encouraged radical and revolutionary work while also providing direct services and functioning in an organizational model.

This relationship between direct service and radical social movement work relates very well to Paul Kivel’s comparison of social service work and social change work. Paul Kivel (2007)—, the co-founder of the Oakland Men’s Project, a community education center focused on the prevention of male violence—, explains in his contribution to The Revolution Will Not Be Funded the important distinction between social service work and social change work. Social
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service work refers to addressing everyday issues that exist due to institutional forces, while social change work addresses the root causes of these everyday occurrences that cause institutional problems. These two types of work are not synonymous and the distinction must be made in considering how non-profits function as supporters of larger movements. The non-profit sector has come about in reaction to social issues and thus without those social issues, they would not exist. The fact that these social issues provide an industry of work can conflict the methods of which the organizations function within that industry. For this reason, I will look at both how the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative addresses tangible educational issues, while also critically thinking about the root causes of those issues.

An ability to balance day-to-day work and challenge systems of oppression relates to the organizational identity of an organization. Hillel Schmid (2013) examines the identity of organizations and their ability to change. An organization’s identity can fluctuate as the organization forms, loses or gains key leadership, expands, or tries to balance organizational structure and sustainability with mission and goals. Schmid explains that, “Organizational identity is a key intangible aspect of any institution. It affects not only how an organization defines itself, but also how strategic issues and problems, including the definition of firm capabilities and resources, are defined and resolved.” Identities can change based on the environment that the organization finds itself in, and can even adopt multiple identities. Funding can skew an organization’s identity. Additionally, the distinctions between for-profit and non-profit organizations have become confusing as for-profit human service organizations
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have become increasingly prevalent.\textsuperscript{135} The case study of DSNI will offer insight into their organization’s identity, and the complex balance between values, mission, and goals, and the actual execution of those values.

While the NPIC describes a very real system of non-profit organizations that are forced to compete for funding that often compromises the initial values of the organization or supports the creation of organizations that support and encourage private social services, non-profits can and have supported social justice movements and efforts. The work of social justice organizations is especially complicated because of the nature of the system it functions within, that often counters the goals and values of those organizations. That being said, community-based organization offer important spaces for resistance and empowerment.

\textsuperscript{135} Ibid.
Chapter 3: Description of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) is a community-based organizing and planning organization located in Roxbury, MA. DSNI is known across the country as an organization that has successfully organized and empowered residents to make change in their community. Since this organization has existed for over thirty years, developed strong ties with community members as well as local and city stakeholders in the city of Boston, and executed campaigns related to other issues within their community, such as housing, DSNI offers an informative case study in further understanding how communities dedicated to social change address education-related issues. This chapter describes the ways in which educational change and education reform issues have manifested themselves and been addressed within this community-based organization. Firstly, this chapter will historicize the organization and how the process of its establishment strongly reflects values that the organization still has to this day. Secondly, this chapter examines how the Boston Promise Initiative (BPI), as part of the Promise Neighborhoods federal program, has contributed to educational change in the Dudley neighborhood. Lastly, this chapter will highlight the missions, goals, and values deeply ingrained in the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative and the Boston Promise Initiative, and the effects that they have had on the process and strategy used to address educational inequity.

History of The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative

The neighborhoods in Roxbury and Dorchester within DSNI’s catchment area of work have changed drastically in their population over the past two centuries. In the early 19th century, Roxbury and Dorchester were neighborhoods where wealthy white families would have their country homes, yet as immigration increased, more affluent families resorted to living in the
The black population—including African Americans, black Hispanics, and Cape Verdeans—increased from 5% in 1950 to 53% in 1970. The Latino population living in the Dudley neighborhood increased in the 1960s and 70s as many Latinos got displaced from the South End of Boston during urban renewal projects in addition to an increase of immigration of people from Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, and Guatemala to name a few. Additionally, a large amount of people emigrated from Cape Verde in the 1960s and by the 1990s, Cape Verdeans made up about 25% of the population.

The movement of white populations out of cities in the mid-1900s is referred to as “white flight”. White flight was a trend in cities across the United States as a result of government policies and opportunities for white families that encouraged movement to the suburbs. The GI Bill allowed subsidized housing loans for veterans, most of which benefitted white individuals. Moreover, federal and local governments supported race-based housing policies that strongly impacted where people of color had the opportunity to live, which resulted in segregation.
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ethnic composition of a neighborhood as an indicator of value.\textsuperscript{144} Additionally redlining occurred throughout the country, the practice of banks and insurance institutions not giving loans to certain populations of people, or to residents in certain neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{145} Racial zoning, although declared unconstitutional in 1917, continued to be legislatively practiced in various cities well into the 1960s, and urban planners consciously placed housing projects in areas of cities that were isolated or physically separated by infrastructure like highways.\textsuperscript{146}

Medoff and Sklar (1994), authors of \textit{Streets of Hope}, a book describing the history of DSNI, highlight how the money and wealth in the city significantly shifted in the mid-20th century, in explaining that the per capita income was higher in the city pre-1950, but post-1950 became higher in the suburbs. As the wealth left the city, many companies and businesses also left. Manufacturing jobs significantly decreased, which left many low-income citizens of color working in service industry jobs.\textsuperscript{147} The Dudley neighborhood that at one point had been thriving with local businesses soon became full with vacant lots and buildings.\textsuperscript{148} Redlining is a form of disinvestment, which lenders remove themselves from neighborhoods they believe are in decline.\textsuperscript{149}

Between the 1960s and 80s, as certain sections of Boston were struggling economically, city officials began discussing the “urban renewal” projects to revitalize distressed areas of the city. So-called urban renewal projects would increase the taxes that the city could collect, as property values would increase.\textsuperscript{150} Urban renewal projects were characterized by gentrification, in which people of color were displaced and due to discriminatory housing policies were very
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limited in where they could relocate. The Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) was established in 1957, and as Medoff and Sklar astutely highlight, one of the major goals of the program was to have the city reflect the diversity of the state, which would require large population shifts, indicating the mindset of the BRA. The city had a history of clearing out racially and ethnically diverse neighborhoods. The West End, the Roxbury Washington Park Renewal Project, and the South End are three examples of neighborhoods in which large numbers of low-income residents, especially those of color, were displaced. Medoff and Sklar characterize the renewal project workers as “social engineers” that left community members out of decision-making, and neglected to consider the options for the residents of the homes of which they were destroying. During these urban renewal projects in Boston, community activism increased, such as tenant groups that would advocate for the rights of residents.

As described above, and similar to the engineering of renewal programs, redlining strongly affected the makeup of various neighborhoods in Boston. Charles Finn, a researcher of mortgage lending in Boston, explains that “Banks, as an important source of capital, play a pivotal but often invisible role in determining whether a community will thrive or decline”, since they will choose which neighborhoods or people they are willing to lend or invest in. In Boston, the ratio of white people to Hispanics and blacks offered loans was three to one. Of the loans and mortgages that were offered to people of color, many had hidden payments that caused people to go into foreclosure, or they were rehabilitation loans that discouraged
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investment in the area.\textsuperscript{158} Due to the very low valued properties in the Dudley neighborhood, and vacant lots and buildings from foreclosure, arson became a huge issue.\textsuperscript{159} Developers and residents could make more money off of burning down buildings. This arson, as well as the pre-existing vacant lots, created large amounts of space for illegal dumping of waste.\textsuperscript{160} The threats or urban renewal, as well as the issues of illegal dumping and arson, led to the mobilization of community members to discuss how to combat these issues.

The beginnings of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative started when various community institutions started conducting research about their neighborhood. Roxbury Community College did a survey of residents about their feelings toward the neighborhood and community issues, and called a meeting with local organizations to discuss the results.\textsuperscript{161} Additionally, the Alianza Hispana, a multiservice agency in the area, began working with a professor and his students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on plans for urban planning in the area, reaching out to the Riley Foundation, a foundation that would soon be the primary funder and supporter of the DSNI. Director of Alianza Hispana, Nelson Merced, invited members of the Riley Foundation to the Dudley neighborhood in order for them to see the community and understand where their funds would go, and presented a detailed plan of how the potential funds could be used to utilize the vacant lots in the area.\textsuperscript{162} The Riley Foundation was known for being a foundation in Boston that preferred to give to organizations that aided low-income communities and had the reputation of giving only to a few organizations, but giving very large amounts of money, as to be invested in the organizations they gave to.\textsuperscript{163} The Riley
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Foundation also had a legacy of supporting communities of color, after supporting the desegregation of schools in Boston in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{164} The Riley Foundation decided that they wanted to focus their money in Dudley; feeling like their funds could actually support real city change.\textsuperscript{165} Medoff and Sklar also highlight how The Riley Foundation wanted the funding they gave to the Dudley neighborhood to allow time, space, and effort towards planning and strategy, rather than worrying about fundraising and making payments.

Medoff and Sklar’s comment about the intentions of The Riley Foundation connect well to the earlier discussion in chapter two of the non-profit industrial complex and common difficulties faced by social justice non-profit organizations. The non-profit sector can foster competition between many organizations all vying for the same money to exist and provide certain social service to the communities in which they work. The Riley Foundation believed that they could have more of an impact by focusing their money on one neighborhood organization, rather than giving out many smaller grants. The fact that The Riley Foundation wanted DSNI to spend time thinking about planning and strategy demonstrates recognition of the importance of non-profits focusing on their organizational identity, mission, and values. Due to the fact that DSNI received such a large grant with flexibility to use that money how it felt fit, allowed for innovation and resident decided campaigns and social change.

Understanding the interest that The Riley Foundation had in the neighborhood, Merced and other local organizations and community leaders came together and created the Dudley Advisory Board.\textsuperscript{166} The Dudley Advisory Board decided on the geographic area where the foundation funds would go, and thus created a core area and secondary area of where services
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and efforts would be focused.\textsuperscript{167} The Board held a meeting with The Riley Foundation representatives to share the concept of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative with the larger community.\textsuperscript{168} While the Board had not anticipated this response, many community members voiced their concerns with the lack of resident representation on the Board.\textsuperscript{169} Che Madyun, a woman who in the future would become the president of DSNI, challenged the Board and the community members present to really think about the function of community-based organizations, and the power dynamics involved in making decisions for the community. DSNI decided on community control, which resulted in the establishment of a 31-person board, 12 community member spots with 4 additional spots for residents, and equal representation of all four major ethnic/racial groups in the neighborhood—White, African American, Cape Verdean, and Latino.\textsuperscript{170} The Board also included non-profit organizations from the core and secondary areas, community development organizations, businesses, religious leaders, and one city and one state official.\textsuperscript{171} These decisions quickly turned to action as DSNI had their first elections a month later, which resulted in a balanced Board of residents and community stakeholders with various perspectives.\textsuperscript{172} The Board also went through a lengthy process to find DSNI’s first director, Peter Medoff, a man with expertise on organizing that would help the organization get on its feet and start their first “Don’t Dump On Us” campaign.\textsuperscript{173} This particular campaign demonstrated how organizing would become a major part of DSNI and create a legacy of an
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organization that would address current issues as well as mobilize for long-term sustainable solutions that would address root causes to the particular problems the organization faced.\footnote{174}

After the establishment of the Board, one of the main areas of which the organization focused was to address the massive amounts of empty lots in the neighborhood. In developing plans with the Public Facilities Department for the city of Boston, DSNI really began showing their value in and expertise at bottom-up decision-making and policymaking.\footnote{175} DSNI wanted to take the responsibility of creating plans for the project and presenting it to the department, so that anything executed really reflected the wants and needs of the community.\footnote{176} As Medoff and Sklar emphasize, DSNI demanded respect from the city.

The plan for development was centered around the idea of an “urban village”, a communal, practical, and safe space that families would feel comfortable living.\footnote{177} It included a nine-month process of planning, in which basic strategies for the project were established so as to keep DSNI aware and focused on what the goals of the project were. One such strategy was titled “the force” and was described as, “The objective is to introduce a new sense of pride, dignity, energy and self-help effort that would support existing efforts and mobilize untapped resources.”\footnote{178} After finalizing a consultant to work with on the project, Mayor Flynn endorsed the project and showed his support during the public announcement of the plan at a community gathering in the Dudley neighborhood.\footnote{179} This particular moment was not only important because of the positive news coverage spread around the city about the change DSNI was
making in their neighborhood, but also because of the recognition of power and importance that Mayor Flynn acknowledged by attending the event.

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative Today

In 1993, DSNI established a Declaration of Community Rights, in which it voiced the rights that all residents have as members of the Dudley community. This declaration relates to the DSNI Community Values which are also stated on the website – collective resident leadership and control, linked community destiny, community political power and voice, mutual and shared responsibility and accountability, power in organized community, vibrant cultural diversity, community collaboration, fair and equal share of resources and opportunities, development without displacement, high quality of life, individual and community entitlement, and anything is possible. In the next chapter, I compare the mission and values of the organization to how it executes its campaigns and relates to members and residents.

Currently, according to 2010 Census data and the American Community Survey 2007-2011 5 Year Estimates compiled by Tufts University researcher James Jennings, approximately 24,400 people live in the Dudley Village Campus. Twelve percent of people living in the DVC are White, 57% Black or African American, 21% Some Other Race, 7% two or more races, and 28% Latino (which is a category based on ethnicity rather than race; Latinos are included in multiple races within the above statistics). The percentage of youth in the neighborhood is large, with 30.7% of Dudley Village Campus residents ages 19 and under. The amount of families living in poverty in the DVC is 34.1% while the rate of poverty in Boston is 16%.
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In working with and supporting the residents and community partners, the organization’s strategic focus splits its goals, programs, campaigns, and committees into three areas — sustainable economic development, community empowerment, and youth development and opportunity. The sustainable economic development focus includes work and issues surrounding affordable housing and homelessness, jobs and employment, neighborhood safety, arts and culture, and food justice. This focus area includes Dudley Neighbors Inc. (DNI), which is a Community Land Trust, created in 1987 when the neighborhood was going through a process of redevelopment. In 1988, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) approved DNI as a 121A Corporation that gave DNI the ability to claim eminent domain over the large amount of vacant lots in the area. The land trust allows DNI to manage land with various developers and allow for affordable housing in the Dudley neighborhoods.

The Community Empowerment focus includes the Boston Promise Initiative, to be explained in more depth later in the chapter, as well as the Resident Leadership Initiative. The Youth Development and Opportunity includes the work, programming, groups, and campaigns involving those below the age of twenty-four in the Dudley Village Campus. This area includes parent advocacy and parenting support programs, a youth employment program, a college readiness program, DSNI Youth Organizers, among many other groups and programs. DSNI is still governed by a Board made up of residents and other community partners, now comprised of thirty-five members. In the following section, I examine the Boston Promise Initiative and its relation to the larger organization.
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Promise Neighborhoods and the Boston Promise Initiative

The Boston Promise Initiative sits within the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative non-profit organization, and is a part of the national Promise Neighborhoods program. Promise Neighborhoods are funded under the Fund for Improvement of Education Program (FIE) within the U.S. Department of Education.\(^{191}\) Three different entities can apply for these grants, non-profits, institutions for higher education, and Indian tribes.\(^{192}\) The program acknowledges the impact of the community that a school is in and strives to support communities in increasing the educational attainment for children, and ensuring adequate education and development from birth through college.\(^{193}\) The Department of Education hopes to carry out this vision by identifying stakeholders who support children and their academic success, establishing and supporting schools and family and child programs in the community, assist the collaboration and sustainability of stakeholders and programs, sustain infrastructure and resources in the community, and learn about best practices through data collection and cross-neighborhood comparisons.\(^{194}\) Promise Neighborhoods is a holistic educational policy that focuses more broadly on the community rather than just the school.\(^{195}\) The idea of Promise Neighborhoods stems from the Harlem Children’s Zone (HCZ), a non-profit organization that supports educational and social services in an 100-block zone in Harlem, New York.\(^{196}\) Services in Harlem Children’s Zone include afterschool programs, parenting classes, health programs, and
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tenant organizations.\textsuperscript{197} Congress gave the program $10 million for Promise Neighborhoods and over three hundred different organizations applied for the funding to make their neighborhood a Promise Neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{198} The program includes two types of grants—a one-year planning grant in which organizations plan how they would support their children in growing educationally and developmentally and a three-to-five year implementation grant during which their plan is executed.\textsuperscript{199}

The Harlem Children’s Zone model is not without critique. Whitehurst and Croft offer different statistics and comparisons of test scores arguing that children within the Zone do not perform better than students attending other charter schools, or those who do not receive the social support package.\textsuperscript{200} Similarly, others question if achievement of students is actually due to the community support model, and comment on the expensive nature of such programs. These programs are often funded federally, and rely on huge amounts of money in order to function. Similar to many social service non-profit organizations, the ability to provide services can be hindered by lack of funds.

DSNI is currently three years into their five-year implementation grant, and receives over one million dollars a year.\textsuperscript{201,202} The grant strongly impacted the size of DSNI, making their staff and capacity much larger.\textsuperscript{203} The Promise Neighborhoods grant manifested itself in the Boston Promise Initiative (BPI). BPI sits within the community empowerment area of DSNI’s work.\textsuperscript{204} DSNI separates its work into three key areas, sustainable economic development, community
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Katrina Brink, the Education Manager at DSNI, explained that DSNI is currently going through strategic planning and trying to figure out the BPI branding, what the initiative means to the larger organization, and how it is going to continue to develop over the next few years of the grant. BPI function similarly to Dudley Neighbors, Inc., the Community Land Trust that was established in the 1980s after DSNI gained eminent domain from the city of Boston for 62 acres that are now known as the Dudley Triangle, which is its own entity but still governed by the DSNI Board.

Brink distinguished BPI from other Promise Neighborhoods in how DSNI uses the grant. True to the value of community control that DSNI holds very important, while DSNI is a non-profit organization that facilitates the grant similar to other cities, the focus of the grant is still to meet the needs of residents and empower the community. Some other Promise Neighborhoods are more integrated into the school district. In reference to the more specific organizational impact that BPI has had on DSNI, Brink explains that DSNI focused mostly on older youth in their previous work, in their youth advisory council, the youth that sit on the DSNI Board, and youth employment and leadership development groups. BPI has given DSNI the opportunity to have programming geared towards the development of children from birth to eighth grade.

Over the thirty years that DSNI has been in existence, there has been various work with schools and related to education. DSNI pursued the grant to become a Promise Neighborhood because education was and still is a priority amongst residents. Brink explained that with the land trust, the neighborhood can develop without the displacement of residents. Yet, a key reason for
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why people might want to move out of the neighborhood would be for better educational opportunities for their children.\textsuperscript{212} DSNI went through a seven-year planning process before deciding to pursue the grant by the federal government. The implementation proposal narrative for the Boston Promise Initiative (BPI) generated by DSNI to apply for the Promise Neighborhoods grant offers a multitude of reasons for which the Dudley neighborhoods felt the community could benefit from the grant.

At the time of the proposal, the DSNI catchment area included one parochial school and ten Boston Public Schools, and two schools had recently been closed due to their poor performance.\textsuperscript{213} Three of the ten existing public schools were Level 4 schools.\textsuperscript{214} Level 4 schools are those designated as “underperforming” because of low scores in English, math and science on the MCAS exams for four years in a row, and Level 4 status prompts schools to be participating in turnaround efforts to plan how to reach state standards.\textsuperscript{215} Additionally the proposal highlights that many of the youth in the Dudley neighborhood were associated with indicators that Boston Public Schools found correlated to poor performance among students, like being an English Language Learners (ELL), having a learning disability, or being low-income.\textsuperscript{216} At one of the high schools in the Dudley Village Campus, Burke High School, the graduation rate for students was 34.4%, 75.9% of students were on free or reduced lunch, 20.4% were in special education, and for 38.7% of students English was not their first language. MCAS scores for the African American/Black Latino, ELL and low-income students in the Dudley Village
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Campus were lower than the average Boston district scores and lower than their middle to high income and white peers.\textsuperscript{217} Dudley Village Campus youth also were and continue to be influence by other factors unemployment, lack of affordable housing and accessibility to healthy food options, and increased rates of asthma, high blood pressure, heart disease, and diabetes than the Boston district averages.\textsuperscript{218} These various in schools and out-of-school factors influences the children in the Dudley neighborhoods emphasize the need in the area for increased social services that DSNI wanted to provide through the Promise Neighborhoods grant.

There are many benefits to being a Promise Neighborhood. BPI receives a lot of money each year, which in the practice of community control, sub-grants out to schools and other partner organizations.\textsuperscript{219} Another benefit of the program is the direct connect with the federal government for which the program allows. Brink discussed in her interview that while certain issues that DSNI deals with can remain fairly local, schools and education are highly impacted by district, state, and federal policies.\textsuperscript{220} Thus DSNI is in tune with the current policies influencing their neighborhood because of their network of connections and also have access to federal resources that other educational support programs might not.\textsuperscript{221}

These connections between Promise Neighborhoods and the federal government are also fostered by the data collection and establishment of a common language across neighborhoods. Promise has coined the term “results-based accountability” to describe how change and progress will be evaluated.\textsuperscript{222} The grant has allowed BPI to focus on research and data collection within the neighborhood—collection that has a purpose, is ethical, and can really present findings that
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can be efficiently used. Data is collected in all twelve Promise Neighborhoods, and compiled and presented by researchers at the Urban Institute. Coupled with the data collection is the establishment of a common language to talk about outcomes. For example, all interventions are called “solutions” and various “indicators” are followed over time.

Conclusion

This previous chapter provides a historical background and current status of the organization to help guide the analysis of the organization. Next I will analyze the various data sources that I collected to understand how DSNI engages in educational reform and change.
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Chapter 4: Community Control, Democratic Practices, and Empowerment as Methods of Sustainable Change

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI), similar to their work surrounding other social issues, understands the importance of integrating the community when addressing educational change. In this chapter, I analyze the processes that DSNI engages in to promote change within the Dudley community. I examine four key themes to highlight the ways in which the values and goals of the organization are reflected in the organization and its processes, and how DSNI engages in educational justice work: community control, democratic practices, community leadership and empowerment, and the complexities of community-based organizing for sustainable change.

The methodology of this thesis is a basic case study. The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative functioned as a case study to examine themes of democracy, counter narratives, and educational justice developed in the first chapter. This thesis does not intend to be a longitudinal case study, but rather a “snapshot” investigation of the organization. Analysis was drawn from two interviews of DSNI employees, two documentaries, direct observation at DSNI’s annual Open House, Streets of Hope (a book co-written by the first executive director of DSNI), meeting minutes, and online and paper organization publications. The organization website and the resources recommended on the site were used as data as well. By using these particular sources I provide analysis of how DSNI as an organization, and its affiliates—employees, other researchers, and residents—view the organization and its role in change. While many of the
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resources used were those recommended by the organization itself, others were individual perspectives on the organization. I examine the limitations of this case study in the conclusion.

**Community Control**

DSNI has established a strong sense of community control within the neighborhoods it serves by the organization’s accessibility to the community, the fostering of safe spaces and sites of resistance, development of indigenous leadership, and programming among various community stakeholders. First, this community control is evident in multiple of the DSNI Community Values, which DSNI states on their website are “...beliefs or principles we hold precious. These principles are our internal guidelines for distinguishing what is right from what is wrong and what is just from what is unjust. These principles are held tightly and are not changed or swayed by external forces”. The mere fact that DSNI highlights that these values have the ability to be co-opted by external forces demonstrates the awareness of the organization that the community’s control of the values and their execution is of utmost importance and can be challenged.

Particular Community Values like “Collective Resident Leadership and Control,” “Mutual and Shared Responsibility and Accountability,” and “Power in Organized Community,” highlight the numerous aspects of how a community can maintain control over what happens in their neighborhood.

Community control has been a value deeply ingrained in the organization since its founding. As briefly mentioned in the last chapter, a few of the first major campaigns of DSNI in the 1980s centered around the idea of community ownership of the space that they called home, and the spaces’ mistreatment by others in the city. The “Don’t Dump On Us” campaign focused on eliminating the dumping of waste on vacant properties in the neighborhood and was a
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campaign that allowed the organization to demonstrate the organizing potential it had.\textsuperscript{228} Additionally, DSNI was the first neighborhood group in the country to win an eminent domain case to claim the plots of vacant land from the city in order to develop affordable housing and establish a land trust.\textsuperscript{229} Once DSNI had obtained the land, they were able to work with residents and other stakeholders to decide how the area would be developed on their terms.\textsuperscript{230} This will be discussed further later in the chapter.

\textit{A Village and A Campus}

In the 1980s, during the process of establishing urban development plans for the neighborhood, the organization began envisioning what type of a neighborhood was desired in comparison to what existed currently. Dudley Street was not a destination of its own, and Medoff and Sklar highlight how the goal of the revitalization was to create an “urban village” in which residents would feel safe and also have accessibility to various resources and services.\textsuperscript{231} The term village is an interesting choice of words, since a village implies people living in a community in which there is shared responsibility, collaboration, and a sense of unity. This tradition of fostering a cohesive community is exemplified currently by the establishment of the neighborhoods as a Dudley Village Campus (DVC).

Katrina Brink, the Education Manager at DSNI, pointed out the importance of the Dudley area being viewed as a campus. She explained that Dudley is viewed as a campus because of the idea that children are learning and developing at all times and in all places.\textsuperscript{232} Learning is not only contained to school or the classroom, it is happening in their interaction with students and
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programs after school, in their homes, and in the summer. Additionally, Brink mentioned that the campus concept promotes cohesiveness, since she works to make sure that the messages that students receive about expectations are consistent in school, in the home, within the organization, and in the larger community.

This campus cohesiveness was made evident in the way in which DSNI decided to execute their Annual Open House. DSNI demonstrated the concept of perpetual learning that Brink mentioned, in the use of interactive activities that encouraged youth to think about their future and also asked residents to answer questions as a method of collecting data. One activity asked children to think about how old they would be in 2030, and envision what they wanted to see in the Dudley community and the city of Boston by that time. This allowed people to think about their neighborhood not only in that moment, but also as something evolving and changing in the years to come. Additionally, this exercise potentially made children consider how they are agents in the change that occurs in their lived environment. Another display at the Open House included three stations—for jobs/careers, education, and housing—with staff or Board members stationed at each, encouraging residents to answer questions about their lived experiences in each of those areas. For example the education poster-board asked people to indicate how long it took people to get to school and the manner in which they got to school. This could potentially have correlated with the emphasis by the Education Committee to address issues of transportation in the community.

The accessibility of both city officials and the DSNI Team demonstrated at the Open House also contributes to the concept of a Dudley Village Campus in which collaboration
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between various stakeholders is possible. Carlos Henriquez, a former City Council member, and John Barros, the Chief of Economic Development for the City of Boston and former Executive Director, both attended the Open.\textsuperscript{237} Additionally many other leaders, city officials, and policymakers were present at the event such as current Executive Director Juan Leyton, Chief of Education for the City of Boston Rahn Dorsey, City Counselor Tito Jackson, Massachusetts Representative Evandro Carvalho, a staff person from Massachusetts Senate Representative Sonia Chang-Diaz, Shelia Dillon from the Mayor’s Office of Development, Boston Public Schools School Committee members Jeri Robinson and Alexandra Oliver-Davila, and the Mayor of Boston Marty Walsh.\textsuperscript{238,239} The DSNI staff had nametags with their position in the organization, allowing visitors to know with whom they were talking.\textsuperscript{240}

Additionally DSNI Village Campus supports the idea of the Dudley neighborhood as an area of unity, cohesiveness, resident participation, and power. This counters the idea that external forces are the only means to develop a community and combat social issues.

\textit{Indigenous Leadership}

Since the organization’s founding in 1984, residents have been engaging with DSNI in various ways. The documentary \textit{Breaking Ground} (2012) highlights how youth that became involved in the organization at its inception continue to be involved in the organization to this day. One example is John Barros, who was involved as a young adult, and then after attending college came back to DSNI as an organizer and eventually became the Executive Director of DSNI.\textsuperscript{241} Additionally, the documentary follows Carlos Henriquez’s campaign for City Council,
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a man who also participated in the organization as a youth. Towards the end of the documentary, as Enriquez steps down from the DSNI Board, a young man in the neighborhood is preparing to run for his spot.\textsuperscript{242} This exemplifies how some young people in the organization are compelled to become leaders not only in the community but within the organization. Rather than solely relying on organizers and staff from other areas of the city or the country, major leadership positions within the organization are youth who grew up in the neighborhood. Indigenous leadership further bolsters the concept of community control, since those that are leading influential organizations, like DSNI, are people from within the neighborhood. Leadership from within the community stems from DSNI’s focus on community empowerment as well as encouragement of youth participation, which will be examined later in the chapter.

\textit{Collaboration Through Programming}

Collaboration between various educational stakeholders is made possible through events and programs hosted and/or facilitated by DSNI. Katrina Brink explained in her interview that one of the priorities of DSNI, established during the Education Town Hall in August, was to increase parent engagement.\textsuperscript{243} One potential consideration was to hold trainings about what effective parent councils look like.\textsuperscript{244} Additionally, DNSI held an event in December 2015 that celebrated engaged parents and principals. Another educational priority of DSNI’s was staff diversity and cultural competency.\textsuperscript{245} As a result of this priority, two Education Committee members had been examining Boston Public School student and teacher data, as well as researched teaching training programs.\textsuperscript{246} An event titled, “So You Think You Can Teach?” was held on February 4th, that people in the neighborhood could attend and be exposed to teacher\textsuperscript{242} Ibid.
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training programs used by the Boston district, as well as those run by local partners. The event also included a principal that spoke to the importance of well-trained teachers. Two additional events hosted by the Boston Promise Initiative—PromiseFest and the Nelson Chair Roundtable—have also facilitated collaboration between residents and partners, as well as between various partners themselves.

The first PromiseFest was hosted at Orchard Gardens K-8 School on October 18th, 2014, and was hosted by the Boston Promise Initiative and a number of different partners that BPI works with. The event allowed the community to learn about BPI, to explore the resources available to children and youth in the neighborhood—such as afterschool programs, ways to get involved at the neighborhood schools, and information about enrollment and registration. It also allowed attendees to meet BPI staff as well as community partners. This event has become annual; the 2nd Annual PromiseFest took place on November 10th, with the theme “#StraightOuttaHighSchool: Colleges, Connections, and Careers.” The event included activities like the interactive data visualization in which pieces of wood from an art installation in the neighborhood had words carved into them in which youth could arrange into poems, sentences, or other expressions. Members of the data team from the DSNI youth employment program had done a survey of youth about what they thought of employment and careers, and used an application to find the most commonly used words from the survey. These were the
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words that were carved into the wood. This activity incorporated many projects that DSNI was working on, thereby showing the collaboration between the various sections of the organization, and also facilitated engagement among attendees of PromiseFest.

While PromiseFest supported the collaboration between residents and community partners, the Nelson Chair Roundtable on April 9-10th, 2015 at Boston College allowed for the Boston Promise Initiative and other community partners to engage in conversations with each other. I investigated the Roundtable through online research, an the examination of the Roundtable program and post-event report. The Roundtable is hosted by the Boston College’s Lynch School of Education and characterized as a “‘think tank’ meeting” which is “…about pursuing excellence through sharing mutual competency in an intimate professional forum.” The mission of the Roundtable is to allow community program professionals to step back from their work and reflect on common issues and solutions that can be shared and supported by each other. Every year the Roundtable includes different community-based programs and in 2015, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative and the Boston Promise Initiative partnered with the Lynch School of Education to host the event. The Roundtable included a variety of stakeholders in Boston such as staff from BPI and DSNI, representatives from the City of Boston, Boston Public Schools, community partners in the Dudley Village Campus, as well as those affiliated with Boston College. Additionally, Elson Nash, a representative of the U.S. Department of Education, and Michael McAfee, the Director of the Promise Neighborhoods
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The Roundtable started its first day with goal-setting and overviews of the National Promise Neighborhoods Initiative, Boston Promise Initiative, and explanations of sub-grantees, partners, and data use within BPI. The discussion of partners is particularly interesting in considering why collaboration is so important. The Roundtable report stated in its definition of a partner, that “The goal is to build social, political, and human capital” by making sure that organizations and institutions working in the Dudley Village Campus understand the populations of people they are working with, in an emphasis for “place-based community change” that occurs when partners and stakeholders functioning with common goals.

What is social, political, and human capital and why is it important? Social capital is described by Pierre Bourdieu as “the benefits gained by individuals through the social context of community life.” Woolcock and Narayan define social capital as “the norms and networks that enable people to act collectively.” Woolcock and Narayan while they acknowledge the asset in having connections and relations with other people, they also mention how social capital can be used to discriminate or corrupt. Social capital as a means of economic development can be used in various forms—for example by poor populations to survive, or by middle class or wealthier populations as a means to continue to economically thrive. This concept can be applied to how social capital can be used by marginalized populations—like people of color or low-income people—as an asset in developing relationships not only as a means of survival but
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also a form of resistance. The convening and conversation between various stakeholders at the Nelson Chair Colloquium fostered dialogue and networking that allowed DSNI the space to interact with partners and allies, while also reflecting. In engaging in the development of social capital and relationships with others, it is also important to consider the power dynamic present between the two parties, and how certain relationships benefit or potentially coopt a cause. This concept relates to the history of DSNI in creating relationships with the City of Boston, while also understanding the mission and values of the residents, and the ways in which those two interact.

The second day included the Nelson Chair Colloquium, which included four speakers discussing their perspectives on the topic of cradle to career policy, and breakout sessions, in which attendees split up groups differentiated by age (e.g. Birth-5, K-8, etc.). These breakout sessions allowed already established working groups to discuss how their frameworks for change could be implemented in the DVC, or begin conversations to support the establishment of working groups between stakeholders. The High School breakout session, for example, focused on the importance and need for more data—gathered not only from schools but also parents, students, and teacher—to better inform how transitions to college and career can be made more smoothly and successfully by high school graduates. This event truly highlights the benefits of collaboration between service providers that work with similar populations but have different strengths and knowledge bases. By sharing knowledge and allowing time for cooperation and reflection, DSNI and BPI are creating a stronger community in which the perspectives of many are considered and valued. This itself highlights a more democratic and participatory method of change making and counters neoliberal and capitalist conceptions in which competition between
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providers is thought to produce better outcomes, rather than collaboration. Additionally, this collaboration seems to be mutually beneficial. Rather than just the expectations that parents or youth are benefiting from services, the event is mutually beneficial since DSNI and partners learn more about the community in which they work and how the services and programs they provide are received by those the population they serve.

Polletta (2002) explains that Saul Alinsky, in his work Reveille for Radicals (1946), describes a new type of organizing in which various community institutions and people came together to voice concerns and challenge employers.\textsuperscript{269} This form of organizing, in which various different institutions with similar goals came together collectively for a common purpose, is paralleled in the collaboration these events facilitated. Dennis Shirley also highlights how communication and dialogue among diverse stakeholders is not only democratic, but also enables for the development of social capital among community members like parents and educators, as well as policymakers.\textsuperscript{270} The representation of various voices “at the table” is the essence of democracy that community-based organizations support.

**Democratic Practices and Processes**

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative critically thinks about the ways to engage stakeholders and facilitate grassroots participation of those in the Dudley neighborhood in decision-making, planning, and research at both the local, city, and state level. The structures established at the founding of the organization have set the precedent for how change making occurs and who is involved in that change. Additionally, similar to other professionals and organizations in education reform, DSNI questions methods and definitions of engagement. In adherence with DSNI’s Community Values, community control has been maintained not only
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through democratic processes, but with how those structures allow the organization to hold the
City of Boston accountable, as well as establish and maintain complex relationships and
partnerships with the city.

DSNI Democratic Structures

The DSNI Board is a key part of the organization and its functioning. As explained in the
last chapter, the nature of the board allows various stakeholders from the Dudley neighborhood
to collaborate and participate in decision-making. DSNI also consists of many specialized
committees including the Education Committee, the Sustainable & Economic Development
Committee, and the Youth Committee.\(^{271}\) Committee meetings are typically once a month, as
well as Board meetings.\(^{272}\) Katrina Brink, the Education Manager at DSNI, explained that the
Education Committee met once a month with fifty members, thirty of which are actively
engaging and attending meetings.\(^{273}\) The Education Committee was one way in which people
could be involved in educational change in the organization.\(^{274}\) Polletta (2002) mentions in her
study of democracy in relationship to two case study community-based organizations, “both
groups see democracy within the group as vital to build democracy outside it.”\(^{275}\) Polletta’s
comment can be applied to DSNI’s organizational structure. In creating and maintaining
democratic structures within the organization, and also holding Community Values that

One particular event that Brink mentioned was the Education Town Hall that occurred on
August 26, 2015. The Town Hall engaged people in discussing key education-related issues
within the Dudley Village Campus and setting a list of priorities for the coming school year.\(^{276}\)
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Approximately forty people attended the Town Hall, each with the opportunity to vote four times to determine how to prioritize certain themes such as safety, facilities, resources and budget, and transportation.\textsuperscript{277} The three themes with highest priority were hands on/real world experiences for students, family engagement and communication, and staff diversity (focusing on increasing the amount of younger teachers and teachers of color in the workforce).\textsuperscript{278} These priorities focused the actions that members of the Committee would take in the coming year and allowed members to see the connections and interconnectedness between various issues. Brink shares that “if you are prioritizing and bringing people together in the conversation to prioritize, it becomes easier to see which is the next issue, the next action, the next whatever, but DSNI holds that larger community vision and it needs to connect to that, like ‘why is this important’? And how is that connected to what we ultimately want”.\textsuperscript{279} These meetings become a space in which collaboration, conversation, and decision-making occurs. However, democratic structures and processes come with challenges which I will discuss later in this chapter.

Various different processes that DSNI has indicate that the organization is self-reflective of the decisions that it makes and how those decisions align with the principles of the organization. One aspect of the organization that highlights the democratic nature of decision-making in the organization is the planning processes that accompany decisions. Brink described that the community planning process to bring the Boston Promise Initiative to Boston and DSNI was about seven or eight years.\textsuperscript{280} Additionally, DSNI is going through strategic planning to figure out how the Boston Promise Initiative fits within the larger organization and how the three
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areas—youth development and opportunity, sustainable economic development, and community empowerment—function in the organization.

David Swindell, a professor and scholar of the relationship between community development and non-profit organizations, speaks to the potential misleading assumption that community-based organizations are democratic.\textsuperscript{281} Swindell (2000) examines representation within community-based organizations to evaluate who is included in representation and who is not, in response to gaps in the literature in of the evaluation of democracy. Swindell questions the ways that other scholars have viewed representation previously, highlighting that while socio-economic and demographic indicators are important, scholars must also investigate whether the social issues that the organization focuses are representative of the issues that the residents find most critical in the community.\textsuperscript{282} While there are certain factors that are difficult for community-based organizations to control, organizations can create as many opportunities for “open-decision making” as possible.\textsuperscript{283} The different structures within DSNI make the potential for open-decision making possible.

Dennis Shirley coins the term “laboratory of democracy” which refers to “a site in which citizens come together around common concerns, identify strategies for engaging public servants and the private sector, and negotiate solutions which can enhance the quality of lives in their communities”.\textsuperscript{284} I would argue that these various DSNI structures are laboratories of democracy, in which people convene to discuss educational issues, in the hopes of developing campaigns and strategies to work towards a better community.
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Polletta acknowledges in her study of participatory democracy, that this particular form of decision-making takes a lot of time and energy.\textsuperscript{285} That being said, democracy can also foster a more egalitarian value structure, one that favors the process that is used rather than the outcome. Efficiency is not necessarily the primary factor considered in the approach taken to make decisions. In considering the effects education reform fueled by concepts like neoliberalism and capitalism, one must ask themselves, who is that “efficiency” benefitting? The democratic structures within DSNI, while they may involve more time, demonstrate a commitment to community values like collective resident leadership and control, mutual and shared responsibility and accountability, and community collaboration.

\textit{Redefining and Rethinking Engagement}

When asked about how DSNI effectively engages with community members, both employees mentioned various ways that the organization facilitated participation and indicated that engagement needed to be continually interrogated. One of the top priorities from the Education Town Hall was to address parent engagement in schools and Brink mentioned that one of the primary responsibilities of her colleague was evaluating the amount, type, and effectiveness of engagement in schools and the ways in which DSNI could support that engagement.\textsuperscript{286} At DSNI there are many ways that stakeholders participate in educational change. DSNI works with principal groups that brings together leaders from various school to discuss issues and concerns, the staff support the development of and sustainability of parent councils at specific schools, and the Education Committee discusses local, state, and federal education issues and policies.\textsuperscript{287,288} Additionally, DSNI also works with partners and sub-
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grantees, such as the Boston Plan for Excellence which is well known for its program the Boston Teacher Residency. Although Brink indicated that many in the community were hesitant for the Boston Plan for Excellence to take over two schools in their community, she explained that the Boston Teacher Residency was working hard to train and retain teachers of color in the Boston Public Schools. The Boston Promise Initiative worked with Boston Teacher Residency who created the Dudley Promise Corps (DPC), specifically individuals supporting schools in the Dudley neighborhood.\textsuperscript{289} Brink mentioned that DPC differed from other residencies because DPC members were required to be engaged with the community.\textsuperscript{290} This is evident in that one of the focus areas of DPC is community engagement, in which members “...learn about the Dudley community history, assets, and aspirations, and engage with community partners through multi-faceted experiences outside of schools”.\textsuperscript{291}

Rosselló-Cornier explained that effective engagement of DSNI with the community is supported by the fact the structure of DSNI’s Board is inherently representative of the diversity of the neighborhood and strongly represented by residents.\textsuperscript{292} As an organizer, he highlighted his work that involves door knocking for specific campaigns, as well as one-on-one conversations with community members. He mentions “...you can develop flyers, but flyers are not really what moves people to come...it’s really like the one on one conversations that really motivate people, engaging people, making sure they take ownership of what’s being developed here”.\textsuperscript{293}

The availability for mutual collaboration explained in an earlier section, as well as the democratic and participatory structures within DSNI, relate well to literature that critically
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analyzes parent involvement. Increased popularity in education reform has lead to a more focused emphasis on parent involvement, which although its definition can be debated, is based on the idea that involvement increases achievement and parent-school communication, among other things. Various scholars point out that often involvement is “school-centric,” meaning that the schools define what methods of engagement can be, while many other scholars in trying to explain low-income parents low involvement, still tend to view involvement from the perspective of the school. Jackson and Remillard (2005) conducted a study to expand the traditional understanding of parent involvement among low-income African American mothers and think of parents as “intellectual resources” rather than deficits or problems in education reform efforts. In using a parent-centric model, the researchers gained valuable information that might not have otherwise been known. For example, they found that involvement in children’s learning tended to happen outside of the school context, like in the home, or public locations like the grocery store. Additionally, Jackson and Remillard (2005) found that standards-based math approaches were often confusing for parents, who expressed a lack of communication or information sharing on the schools part about changes in their children’s curriculum.

Relationships and Accountability with the City of Boston

The relationship that DSNI and the Dudley neighborhoods have with the City of Boston has changed over the years. DSNI as a community-led organizing body has allowed community members to hold the city accountable for their actions and policies. The first organizing efforts that DSNI made was the “Don’t Dump On Us” campaign that highlighted and worked to stop the illegal dumping occurring on the vacant lots in the neighborhood. Medoff and Sklar highlight
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how this campaign was not only an effort to eliminate dumping, but to also shift the narrative
that politicians and city officials, as well as others outside the community, viewed Dudley Street
and the people that lived there.\footnote{Medoff and Sklar, \textit{Streets of Hope}.}

When Mayor Flynn unexpectedly showed up to a community
meeting among residents, Medoff and Sklar also emphasize that this action was symbolic of a
potentially changing relationship that DSNI would have with the city and its mayor. In various
other important moments in DSNI’s history, the current mayor at the time has often made an
appearance.\footnote{Ibid.} Mayor Flynn also attended the event in which DSNI revealed its development
plans with DAC to revitalize the neighborhood on its own terms.\footnote{Ibid.}

During the opening of the Kroc Center, a community center administered and funded by the Salvation Army that opened in
the Dudley Village Campus in 2012, there were mixed emotions about how the center would be
run by the Salvation Army and the accessibility of the center to residents.\footnote{Gaining Ground.}
Carlos Henriquez, a member of DSNI and resident who had grown up the neighborhood, shared those concerns with
Mayor Menino, who wanted to understand the feelings of residents and advocate on their
behalf.\footnote{Ibid.} This public support from the Mayor of Boston was also observed this year at the DSNI
Annual Open House.

At the Annual DSNI Open House, Mayor Walsh attended and spoke of personal
experiences that he had with community members and DSNI staff. He described playing
basketball with Carlos Henriquez and other youth and talking about need for more safe spaces
for children to play.\footnote{“2016 DSNI Annual Open House”.} He mentioned in his address at the Open House that upon arriving at the
event, a young girl had asked him what he was going to do about homeless children, which really
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stuck with him. At the Open House, city officials were not only accessible to community members, but also had the opportunity to be held accountable. Shirley emphasizes that part of creating laboratories for democracy includes spaces in which people can hold themselves accountable, as well as others accountable for their actions. He also mentioned in his speech that youth had encouraged the Mayor to come to one of their meetings, he explained that was something he was going to try to do, because he supported the youth perspective and voice. While speech does not necessarily guarantee action, the presence of the city officials and the partnerships that DSNI and the city have together indicates a growing and strengthening relationship that is beneficial for both parties.

Rosselló-Cornier expressed that the relationship that DSNI has with City Hall is different than it used to be. As a result of the community control that DSNI has managed to foster in the Dudley community, city officials now approach DSNI members and staff in considering solutions or input for certain issues. Rosselló-Cornier mentioned in reference to city hall, the Boston Redevelopment Association, and the Department of Neighborhood Development: “Like they come to us...to our meetings...the reason we can put these land, these community gardens on the land trust, is because the city is like, okay, what do you want us to do. They come to community meetings with residents”. DSNI, and the residents that make up the organization, are deemed critical actors in policymaking efforts, and the collaboration and dialogue between city officials and DSNI staff and members shows that the insight and opinions of residents matter. What Rosselló-Cornier observed also proved to be true for certain education related issues within the organization. Brink mentioned that DSNI was going to partner with a city
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council member to hold a hearing in order to strategize plans for addressing issues of transportation to school for children.  

**Community Leadership and Empowerment**

The manner in which the organization views the members of the community in which it works demonstrates the respect and value the organization has for the people and space. DSNI frames the stakeholders involved in the issues present in the neighborhood as leaders. This framing and value system reflects an asset-based and solution-based model of thinking. Brink explained this concept of community leadership clearly during her interview saying: “What I would have to say, for me, is that I have realized is, DSNI is first and foremost in my mind a leadership development organization. Any who walks in this door, you are looked at as a community leader, whether you live in this neighborhood or you just work in this neighborhood”. Brink also referenced that DSNI thinks of its principals as community leaders, demonstrating the understanding of the deep integration of schools in communities.

Community accountability, responsibility, and leadership are fostered by community empowerment. Rosselló-Cornier explained how community leadership is facilitated by DSNI staff, yet the staff recognize the importance of passing off responsibility to community members. In his role as an organizer he acknowledged that while he was there to assist “if you really want to build community leadership, you have to build community members as leaders, and they should be leading the meeting”. One way in which DSNI develops resident leaders is through the Resident Development Institute, a set of workshops that Board members attend.
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Florin and Wandersman (2006) discuss empowerment in relationship to the development of a sense of community. Rappaport defines empowerment as “...a mechanism by which people, organizations, and communities gain mastery over their affairs.” Florin and Wandersman make comparisons between “empowering organizations” versus “empowered organizations.” While empowering organizations affect individuals’ perceptions of self and ability, empowered organizations have influence on a larger, community level and have the potential to redistribute power and decision-making within a community. From the data analyzed, it seems as though DSNI is both an empowering and an empowered organization, having an impact on both individuals and on a more communal level. While it is acknowledged that some scholars consider the term empowerment to be reflective of deficit-model thinking, that is not within the scope of this project.

Youth Voice and Development

While DSNI focuses attention on development of community leadership, special efforts are made in engaging and involving youth in the decision-making and programing that DSNI provides. Brink mentioned that one of the key priorities determined at the Education Town Hall in August, which of experiential learning in schools, was taken on by the Youth Committee. By giving youth responsibility within the organization and allowing youth to participate in decision-making, through groups like the Youth Committee and DSNI Youth Organizers, DSNI fosters a sense of commitment and agency among the youth in the Dudley Village Campus. This is especially important considering that, as explained in chapter three, that schools in the DVC with students that are academically struggling, are impacted by many other out-of-school factors, and
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may enjoy a space in which they feel they have agency and the ability to make change. Donoghue, in her investigation of two multiethnic community-based youth organizations, found that structured ways of facilitating participation, like councils, aided youth in feeling able to engage in decision-making.315

At the DSNI Open House, John Barros and Mayor Walsh both highlighted the importance of youth involvement in creating and pressuring from increased opportunities for their development and wellbeing.316 Both insisted that the next mayor of Boston could have been at the event. This language relates to literature presented in the first chapter regarding viewing youth as assets and solutions in addressing education reform.

Ownership of Community

The sense of community control that DSNI and residents have over the Dudley community contributes to a sense of ownership of the space and neighborhood in which they live. Brink explained that the Boston Promise Initiative was purposely spaced in within the community empowerment focus area.317 Empowerment of a community leads to educational change and collaboration within a community, and vice versa education contributes to children and youth adults being empowered to make change in their community.

DSNI was created because of the will of community members to actively participate in addressing social issues within the Dudley neighborhoods, to take control of the space in which they lived. Donoghue, in her research about the experience of urban youth in youth oriented community-based organizations, cites Fraser (1992) and Evans and Boyte (1992) in their
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concepts of “counterpublics” and “free spaces” respectively.³¹⁸ Counterpublics and free spaces are spaces and places in which marginalized people come together to collaborate, foster collective and self-identity, and take action.³¹⁹ These spaces can be placed in which people feel more comfortable and are “Located between private lives and large-scale institutions, these settings provide conceptual and physical space within which ordinary citizens can come together to engage in democratic action.”³²⁰ Donoghue explains that these free spaces can support a sense of agency among those that enter and spend time in those sites of resistance.³²¹ These sites of resistance allow for the development of counter narratives. In her research she found that community-based youth organizations not only allowed marginalized populations to gather in counterpublics, but also allowed these counterpublics to engage with other “publics” such as policymakers.³²²

Rosselló-Cornier discussed a really interesting aspect of his work at DSNI as an organizer of sustainable economic development called creative placemaking. He explains that:

“…residents that are creative forces and have talents…focusing on a specific area, so for us its Dudley, the Dudley Village Campus…and using all those talents to redevelop and create arts and culture, but not from the outside, or forces coming in, which tends to happen, right. It happens in neighborhoods all across the country, like in Brooklyn, all these artists move into Brooklyn and then the people in Brooklyn move out. So it is really focusing on the residents as creators, and not spectators of art and culture”.³²³

This quote by Rosselló-Cornier not only highlights how DSNI views those within its community as important assets, but also how the organization understands the importance of space and the relationship that residents have with where they live. Creative placemaking is reframing the way
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that certain communities are conceptualized. Rosselló-Cornier also highlighted how creative placemaking was being facilitated by the Boston Promise Initiative in which DSNI hired six artists.324 These artists worked and lived in the community for sixteen months and facilitated the creation of art within the neighborhood.325 One of those artists, Nancy Guevara, worked specifically within education related projects, including a mural that she worked on with students from Burke High School.326

The ownership that residents have for their community in part seems to be related to the self-reflection on behalf of DSNI staff, as well as an understanding by staff members of their positionality. Both DSNI employees interviewed understood the different roles they occupy. Rosselló-Cornier mentioned how he used to be a resident of the neighborhood as well as an employee, but when he moved to another neighborhood he understood how his stake in particular matters changed. He also mentioned that as an organizer he would sometimes have to remind himself “...I have to take a step back and say, I actually don’t have a vote in this, I am just a facilitator.”327 When asked about some of the most rewarding parts of the work that she does, Brink explained her appreciation for the ability for residents to hold staff accountable. She explained “You are constantly getting a lot of feedback from a lot of people about how you are or are not doing a good job. And that is very rewarding in a lot of ways. That opportunity to be having a dialogue about that is really powerful. And it also keeps you connected to that vision, and that work.”328
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Complexities of Organizing for Sustainable Change

The first chapter highlighted how the educational justice movement offered a counter narrative to the dominant idea of assessment-based accountability and the focus on schools and teachers, rather than larger societal issues that perpetuate inequities in schools. In considering the processes that community-based organizations take in engaging with schools and local, state, and national policies, while also engaging in organizing efforts with their community members, DSNI offers an interesting case study in how organizations must balance short term needs, and also address the larger and longer term issues that influence the neighborhoods they exist within. From speaking with Katrina Brink and Bayoán Rosselló-Cornier, DSNI manages to engage in system-level work by collaborating with partners and community members, and staying true to the organization’s mission and values.

The committee meetings are one way in which parents and other stakeholders can connect and communicate with one another. Brink mentioned that sometimes people like being able to talk about education issues in spaces other than the school itself and will come to Education Committee meetings with concerns and, “Almost all the time, over time, they will come together with other parents that are experiencing the same thing, or experiencing something different, and they start to see systemic issues.” In this case, interacting with other community members allows for the understanding of issues on a larger scale and potentially also a sense of camaraderie knowing that one’s concerns are also felt by others. Brink explains that supporting the community voice and helping community members support other community members in participating in social change is how DSNI engages in systemic change. Similarly,
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Rosselló-Cornier says that as a resident-led organization every action comes back to the mission.\textsuperscript{331}

That being said, both expressed the difficulties that come both with organizations that are resident-led and democratic, as well as the balancing of priorities that comes with working in social justice organizations. Brink mentioned that while everyone has their own story, which is very valuable and important, at the same time decisions are being made for the larger community.\textsuperscript{332} She explains that “...what is best for your child or for you in this community isn’t always what you believe what’s best for the whole community” and navigating that can be difficult.\textsuperscript{333} Additionally, Brink highlights that within the field of education and policymaking, there are constantly things to which DSNI must react like immediate needs in the schools or activity surrounding a particular policy change that might detract from more sustainable efforts.\textsuperscript{334} Additionally, although DSNI has established a sense of community control in the neighborhood, not all community members agree with one another. Part of maintaining democratic representation and participation is accepting the various perspectives and finding ways to compromise and find solutions.
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Conclusion

In my thesis, I sought to explore how community-based organizing groups engage in education reform efforts within historically neglected and disenfranchised communities. A review of the literature highlights how grassroots organizing within communities allowed a more democratic space for people to share and voice their experiences and concerns, and present a counter narrative to the assessment-driven and increasingly privatized reform efforts. To further explore these claims, the final two chapters of the thesis included a case study of a community organizing and planning organization in Boston, MA, The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative. This case study offered insight into how educational change takes form within an actual organization. From conducting two interviews, attending DSNI’s Annual Open House and an Education Committee meeting, and compiling archival data, the researcher examined the ways in which community control of the neighborhood was fostered through collaborative events and programing, indigenous leadership and the promotion of unity. Additionally, I found that residents and other community stakeholders participated in democratic practices facilitated by organizational structure, critically thought about engagement, and that the organization partnered with and held the City of Boston accountable. Through community leadership and empowerment, I saw that DSNI encouraged the idea that community members were assets in social change efforts. Finally, in examining the organization, it became clear the balance that organizations must have in addressing current campaigns and issues within the community, as well as staying true to organizational values and addressing the more deeply rooted and systemic causes of the challenges faced within the neighborhood.

This project acknowledges the deep educational inequities that still exists in the U.S., and explores the ways in which educational organizing within marginalized communities addresses these inequities. Community organizing was a logical route to explore this phenomena, as it
included grassroots participation of communities in actively working against injustice and for more socially just communities. In completing this thesis, it became clearer that community organizing work allows for a more democratic method of change—since it involved many different people, organizations, and institutions to engage in the conversation and decision-making. The case study also offered insight into how development of community control and leadership can allow a neighborhood to recreate not only the way in which the residents view the space in which they live, but also how others view that space. Organizing allows areas that have been historically neglected by the government to become sites of resistance.

This thesis has also functioned as my Senior Integrative Project as a scholar of the Holleran Center for Community Action and Public Policy. This research in community-based organizing and the investigation of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative has potential implications on public policy and the work of community based organizations, especially for policymakers and organizations that work with and support communities similar to those within the Dudley Village Campus. Policymakers should strongly consider incorporating a variety of stakeholders into the decision making process. An examination of who has “seat at the table” and the ability to voice their opinion, may shed light on whose interests are being addressed and met, and expose representation of various parties, or the lack thereof. Additionally, in an effort to create sustainable and effective policy, policymakers may want to consider rethinking and innovating new ways for people to engage in education reform and change. The processes that are traditionally used to involve parents and communities in school and education reform can be expanded upon or completely rethought. In communicating with community members, non-profits, faith-based organizations, businesses, and others, policymakers may more clearly
understand the local assets within the community, and more effectively use those assets for sustainable policy.

There are limitations to this research project. Given the nine-month time frame of this project, I gathered and collected as much data as I could. A longer time frame would have allowed for a deeper relationship with DSNI, and potentially more opportunities for interviews and direct observation. This additional data might have offered a more holistic view of the organization. Additionally, it must be acknowledged that I primarily used organizational materials and data that the organization publicized itself, and in doing so was examining the narrative that DSNI creates and disseminates for itself. Further research could examine how those outside the organization view its work. I also chose to focus on the process of which DSNI does educational work, and less on the measurable outcomes or educational improvements that result from their work. This could be an avenue for additional research.

This project may have implications for community-based organizations as well. In studying CBOs it became clear the importance of maintaining a sense of representation of the community of which the organization is serving. DSNI’s Board with designated spots for residents made resident participation a permanent commitment and structure. Certain programs or structures that allow community members to hold the organization itself accountable can facilitate the reflection and evaluation of if the missions and values of the organization are demonstrates and reflected in the actions the organization takes. Within DSNI, lengthy strategic planning processes and accessibility of staff allowed for both reflection and accountability, methods that other community-based organizations could consider in order to keep their mission and values in check. Although I observed that residents are extremely important and central to
the work of DSNI, the organization also works to engage other community stakeholders and partners to facilitate and encourage collaboration and collective work towards common goals.

It has become evident in completing this project the immense importance of processes that allow all the stakeholders involved in education reform the ability to discuss, theorize, and strategize how to tackle issues facing disenfranchised communities. While I have spent my years at Connecticut College grappling with how systemic injustices within our education system can and should be addressed, and now I more fully understand the immense power of people in demanding rights and opportunities they deserve.
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